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ABSTRACT
This work focused on two sets of comparisons: the first was an inter year comparison of
the chick diets and related breeding parameters of Common and Thick-billed Murres (Una
(U1/ge and U. IOn/via) breeding at the Gannel Islands. Labrador before and after a local

decline in

capelin abundance. The second was an interspecies comparison of these

parameters. In 1996 and 1997, years of locally low capelin abundance, I measured murre
chick diet composition , feeding rates, breeding success, chick growth, adult masses,
maximum dive depths and off-duty pair members' time spent at sileo Ilhen compared these
data with those gathered by previous researchers in

years when capelin were more

abundant (1981, 1982 and 1983). After the decline. murres fed their chicks up to 75 per
cent less capelin and up to 6S per cent more daubed shannies than they had fifteen years
previously. Feeding rates of both species varied by up to 250 per cent among the five
years, but this variation was not concomitant with changes in the proportion of capello in
the chicks' diets. 1be murres' dietary shift did not seem to affect their colony attendance
adversely; counts of roth murres on some plots increased, while on others they did not
differ significantly. Neither murre species had significantly different breeding success
among years.

Chicks of both species grew weU following the decline in capelin

availability. Masses of adult murres were not significantly different after capelin became
scarce. No time-at-site data were taken before the decline in capelin abundance, but after the
decline, members of chick rearing Common and Thick-bWed Murre pairs both spent a
mean of ten minutes together at their sites per feeding visit. Results from the interspecies
comparison suggest that chick food resource partitioning might have been negligible
between Common and Thick-billed Murres at the Gannet Islands in 1996 and 1997. In roth
years, the murres' chick rearing periods overlapped almost exactly. In the year they were
both measured, the sizes of the principal item in their chicks' diets did not differ

iii

significanlly. During one of two aJl- day feeding watches, the murres' chick feeding peaks

were concurrent, but during the other they were not. In the year dive depths of both species
were measured. Common and Thict·billed MUIl'eS dove to similar maximum depths.
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CHAPTER l

GENERAL INffiODUcnON
If ecosystems are like symphonies. populations are

~ 00leS

of music. A stock

of capelio. for instance, could be imagined as the unerance of a flute. lbc WI on which
they f«d might be the resonant sound of a cello. We could even conceive of the capelin's
seabird predators as a French hom's sonorous note. As onc season courses into the next.
notes string themselves like beads along a melody's thread. Because no population exists
in isolation. one's rune constantly interweaves wilh lbose of its pmlaton and prey.
parasites and symbionts. In tltis way. single melodies combine to form harmonies. and
harmonies unfurl into symphonies.
Extending this analogy, describing
composition. for instance • can be likened

ODe
[0

aspect of a population's biology

~

diet

clcscribing a chord in the symphony of its

ecosystem. The identification of such chords is interesting and imponant. However, more
informative investigations aim 10 tt'llIlscribc a greater portion of the ecological opus. For
example. they might inquire intO how a population's diet corresponded with breeding
parameters or behaviours. or with other species' abundances and distributions. Moreover,
an informative inquiry might assess. among other things. how that population·s reeding
ecology converged on or diverged from another'$.
Wilh this study. [ describe Common and Thick·billed Murre (OriiI aJ/ge and U.
lomvia) chick diets a1 the: Gannet lslands. Labrador in 1996 and 1997.

In doing this. I

identify single chords in !he symphony or the murres' ecology. Delving into the more
complex dynamics or its music, I also attempt to clarify the relationships between the
murres' chick diets. prey abundance and breeding parameters. as well as ascertain the
extent to which br=ding Common and Thick-billed Murres share or partition their rood

I conducted this study at the Gannet Islands Ecologjcal Reserve (53 57' N. 5631'
W) (Figure 1.1).

Seven small islands huddled logether against the tantrums of the

la1ndor Sea. the Gannel Islands oc:cupy a fortuitous location. They lie directly in the

path of me Labrador Cum:nl, and an: aooUl 60 kilomelers west of Hamilton Bank. The
Labrador C~nt carries cold polar water south. facilitating the upwelling of nutrients
wltich plankton thrive. Productivity depends not only

00

on

nutrients, but on sunlight as well.

So the productivity associated with the Labrador current is amplified in sballow areas
where light peneuates most of the water column. For instance. the lighl-drenched waters
over Hamillon Bank. as weU as those along the nearby Labrador coast have historically
supported especially high concenuations of marine life, from phytoplankton to blue
whales. The Gannet Islands are thus located near some of the most highly productive
waters in the northern hemisphere during the summer (Ocean Color from Space: Global
Seasonal Change. 1998).
SlUdents of colonial seabirds generally agree that uncommonJy high concentraLiOC'lS
of prey in part determine the birds' choice of colony locations (Lack. 1954: Hom. 1968).
The Gannet Islands' location in the higbly+productive southern Labrador Sea might in pan
explain the great abundance and diversity of breeding seabirds there. In fact, the islands
are home 10 Labrador's most diverse alcid colony.

Appro:ltirnal:e1y 50,000 pairs of

Common Murres and 6.000 pairs of Thick-billed MUll'eS converge on the islands 10 breed
each summer. In addition to murres, an estimated 6,400 pairs of Razorbills (AlcD torrJa).
39,000 pairs of AUantic Puffins (FroJemJa arr:tica) and 110 Black Guillemots (Cepphus

grylle) mate and raise their young each year at the Gannet Islands (Lock et al., 1994).
Near the southern extent of the

11tick~billeds'

range and

me

northern extent of the

Common Murres', the Gannellslands Ecological Reserve is one of the only places in the
western Atlantic where the mUll'eS breed syntopica1ly and in high numbers. The rare co-

occurance of both murre species. combined with high auk diversity renders the Gannet
lslands an ideal place to conduct seabird research.. Consequently. in 1981. 1982 and
1983, T.R... Birlchead led a group of Canadian Wtldlife Service (CWS) researchers to study
the breeding biology of alcids at the Gannet lslands (Birkhead and Nettlc:sb.ip. 1987a.b.c).

Among the: products of the: CWS resean:h venwre ~ tlJorough data on the: diet
composition and fc:e:ding rates of Common and lbick-biUc:d Murre chicks.

Birkbc:ad and

his coUeagues found that Conunon Murre cmclcs subsisted mainly on capc:lin (Mallotus
villosus). a high energy density. pelagic schooling fish. In contrast. they observed thai
Thick-billed Munes fed their young mostly daubed shanny

(Lumpeflus maculatus).

solitary denizens of the: benthos (Birkhead and NettJeship. 198Th).
During the maNS in research between the end of Birkhead's and Nettleship's study
in 1983 and the beginning of mine in 1996. whole movements in the: symphony of the:
northwest Atlantic ecosystem were re-written. In response 10 a combination of
oceanogtaphic change and over.exploitation by humans. the: abundances and distributions
of many flSb spc:cies changed (Mann and Drinkwater, 1994: Drinkwater, 1996). lncluded

in the: tist of stocks affected by ecologjcal changes in the: 1990s was an important
component ofthc: Gannc:IIslands munes' chick. diets: capelln.

Data from acoustic surveys conducted by the: Canadian Depanmc:nl of FlSheries and
Oceans (DFO) reveal a precipitous drop in the: biomass of capc:1in in the: waters near the:
Gannet Islands during the: early 19905 (Miller and Lilly. 1991; Miller. 1993: Anderson,
pers. oomm). Between I981 and 1992, the: DFO ran fall uansects "listening" for capelin

in North Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) fisheries management division 2J3K,
which encompasses the nearshore waters from just north of Fogo Island, Newfoundland to
Hamilton lnIet. Labrador (Figure 1.1). Despite wide between-year variation in estimates of
capc:1in biomass in 2J3K. until 1989 the biomass near the: Gannet Islands was uniformly
high. As the: overall biomass began to shrink in 1989. the distribution of capelin in 213 K

shifted southward. such that the lhinned.out rub of fISh virtually e\'l1C1J3led waters Dear
the Gannet Islands and concentrated themselves south of the Strait of Belle Isle (Miller.

1993; John Anderson. pers. comm.) Cartwrighl ftSbers· observations corrobora.Ie DFQ's

capelin biomass estimates. Since the early 1990's. Cartwright residents report, capelin
have spawned in smaller numbers and on fewer beaches than they had previously.

In the wake of these changes co the abundance and distribution of capelin in
southern Labrador. I joined a small group of Memorial University and Atlantic Cooperative
Wtldlife Ecology R.ese.atth Network (ACWERN) biologists reoestablisbing a research
program on the Gannet Islands. We knew that the north west Atlantic's symphony would
sound different than it had IS years ago, but we were not sure how. I listened for the new

harmonics related to

ntIlfTC

chick diet by searching for

answers to a suite of rdaIed

questions. I wondered whether and to what extent the murres' chick diel had changed
since the early 1980s.

[f

their diets had indeed changed. I wondered whether this reflected

changes in capelin abundance.

r

also wondered if potential

diet changes would be

concomitanc with changes in other parameters, such as feeding rates, productivity, chick
growth. adulc mass and parental effon. Finally,

r wanted

co know if the ecologically

similar Common and Thick-billed MWTeS partitioned or shared their chick-diet resources.

The question ofhow mum:s' behaviour or breeding parameters correspond to the
abundance of their prey stems from a long ttaditioo of people using seabirds as indicar:ors

of marine resources. FIShing people have customarily looked to birds for signs of the
presence of target fish species. For example. gulls feeding at the sea surface signified the
presence of mackerel sboa1s to Southern California fishennen, while gulls in the company
of pelicans signified schools of anchovy (Soule, 1998). Scientists, coo. are interested in
oow seabirds can be used Co indicate the presence or absence of prey. as well as gauge their
abundance and distribution,

Many n:ceot studies have com:Iated changes in seabird

behaviour and breeding success with oceanographic and marine ecological change. In Ibc
Barents Sea. Barrett and Kr.lsnov (1996) showed that changes in the abundance of bening

(Clupra harvtgus) were mirrored by changes in the breeding success of seabirds thm:.
Uttley ~t al. (1989) showed how the reduction of sandlaoce (Ammodyus sp.) availabiliLy
adversely effected the chick growth and breeding success of Common (Stuna hirundo) and

Acetic Terns

(St~ma fXUadis~a)

on the Shetland Islands. UK. Also on the Shetland

lslands. Monaghan ~t al.. (1996) demonstrated that between·year differences in Common
Mum:: foraging behaviour and Black-legged Kittiwake (Risso tridactyla) breeding success
were dependent upon inter.mnual variation in saodIance abundance in the vicinity of the

colony. Similarly. the reproductive success of five seabitd species breeding at the Faralloo
lslands. California was linked to the availability of rockfish (Sebast~s spp.) (Ainley ~t al.•
1995).
Although these studies convincingly established correspondences between the

behaviour and biology of seabirds and the abundance of their prey. one could argue that
such correspondences offer little predictive value. That is. the birds' diet. productivity or
chick growth can only crudely (on a nominal or ordinal. rather than an interval scale)
forecast the distribution or biomass of marine prey (distinction in Cairns.

1987;

Montevecchi. 191Y1; Monteveochi and Berruti. 1991). However. some studies have

established moce sophisticated and quantifiabk: linkages between seabirds and fish
availability. For example. Montevea::hi and Myers (1995; 1996) showed that the proportion
of mackerel (Scomhu scombrus) and soon·finned squid (Illu

illt:c~brosus)

Northern Gannets (Sula bassana) breeding in Newfoundland, Canada

in the diet of

indicates

the

availability of these fish to Newfoundland fishers. Crawford and Dyer (1995) detected a
close correlation between the biomass of spawning anchovies (EngrauJis cap~nsis) and the
number of African Penguin (Spht:niscus
African colony.

d~musus)

chicks fledged per nest at a South

MOfWver, they found that the proportion

of Sooth African sardine

(Sardinops sagax) in lhe chicks' diet could n:Liably pm1ict deviations from lhe expected

numbers of immature penguins ra:ruited to lhe colony in
Sanger (1992) discovered dw: lhe distribution. growth

following year. Hatch and

[he

ra1eS

and cohon strength of first-

year walleye polkx:k (TMrogra dvJJoogramma) in the Gulf of Alaska might be reliably
indexed by the proportions and ages of poUock in the dielS of Homed and Tufted Puffin
(FmtelCUla com.icuJokJ. and F. c:inuJa) chicks at a number of colonies along the Gulrs

western edge. Furthermore. the number of Ataic: Tern chicks banded each year aI. the
Shetland lslands was signifICantly conelated witlt and could accurately predict the
recruiunent of Q-group sandlance to Ute Shetland population (Monaghan et ai., 1989).
The parameters measured by the above studies made good indicators because they
satisfied (at least partially) the three criteria that Cairns (1992) identified as necessary for
indexing fish stocks. For one, they responded directly to variation in stock size and this
variation was not confounded by interacting variables. Second. mey

WCfe

sensitive to

changes in stock size/distribution aI. all levels of stock size. Last, they yielded indices Ihat
wen: linearly correlated to stock size.
Ecological systems

ate

not compri<;ed of one-dimensional relationships. just as

symphonies are not dUdS: lhe hom responds

00[

only to

[he

flute's part, but to those of

the violin. clarinet, percussion etc. Likewise. seabird reproductive parnmeters potentially

n:f]ect nOt one, but myriad sources of variation - from environmental fluctuations to social
phenomena to evolutionary constraints. For polyphagous seabirds, such as murres.
researchers must not only tease out me parameter that best gauges fish abundance, they
must also establish wb.ich fish stocks the parameter is sensitive to. As long-lived birds with
delayed maturity, obligate one-egg clutches. generalist diets and discn:tionary time, murres
could be expected to buffer the effects of changes in pn:y availability on productivity by
changing chick diet composition and allocating more time to foraging (Cairns, 1987, 1992:
Burger and Pian. 1990). 1ll.is suggestion has been supported by observations or Common

Murres in variable prey regimes by Burger and Piatt (1990), Monaghan et aL (1994, 1996)
and Uttleyet. aL (1996)_ These studies found that changes in the murres' activity budgets

registered fluctuations in pR:y abundance. but the birds' productivity remained unchanged.
However. no Iincar relationships between activity budgets and prey abundance were
detected such that measun:menrs of the fonnet" could be used lO reliably predict levels of

thelaue<.

In the nellt chapter, Responses of Common and Thick-billed Murres' to changes in

prey availabiliry

aJ

the Gannet Islands, [ describe the effects of diminished capelin

abundance on the mwres' reproductive parameters. I examine whether and [0 what degree

the murres' chick diet and feeding rates. productivity, chick growth and adult mass reflect
the demonstrated decrease in capelin abundance near the islands. and I speculate as

(0

how

this decrease: might account for the levels of parental effon I inferred from the amount of
time pair members spent together at their site dwing chick feeding visits .

1be second tine of ecological harmonies into which I inquirN was that which might
emerge from the relationship betwocn Common and 11lick-billed Mune foraging behaviour.
I investigated this because the diets and foraging behaviours of sympatric congeners can be
influenced by each other, as weU as by prey availability.

This is because behaviour,

morphology and physiology tend [0 forestall competition for resources.

An indisputable

scattity of resources was one of the precepts from which DaJ'Win (1859) argued for the
Principle of Natural Selection. He wrote: ..... there must in every case be a struggle for
existence. either one individual with another of the same species. or with the individuals of
distinct species. or with the physical conditions of life. It is the doctrine of Malthus applied
with manifold force [0 the whole animal and vegetdble kingdoms:'

Gause's (1934) law

exemplifies twentieth century ecology's adherence [0 both Darwin's logic and the

Malthusian doctrine: from which il stemmed. Also known as the competitive exclusioo
principle. Gause's law

staleS

that when they occur in sympalJ'y. two ecoIogjcaJly similar

species cannot exploit the same suire of resowces.
Gause's law bas been upheld by lhc: results of numerous studies.

For enmpk:.

I.a:::k. (1947) documented that lhc: bill sizes and foraging behaviours of syntopic species of

Darwin's Finches diverged. MacAnbur (1958) found that five species of warblers in the
same coniferous tree panilioned their resources by foraging from differeot levels in the

canopy and at different distances from the trunk. Similarly, Schoener (1968, 1970)
described how different species of Anolis

lizards while foraging perched on different

portions of the limbs of the same tree. In another classic study. Cody (1968) demonstrated
that habitat preferences and feeding behaviours differed among sympatric bird species on

the grasslands of both North and South America Seabirds. too, have been the subjects of
resource partitioning research. Chinstrap. Gentoo and Adl!lie Penguins
anJarcfica. P.papua and P.

ad~fj~)

(Pygosc~fi.s

tneding on King George Island. Antarctica appeared to

avoid high dietary overlap (Trivelpiece rr af.. 1987).

A study conducted by Barrett and

Furness (1990) on akids breeding in the Ba.n:nts Sea revealed that sympatric murres,

Razorbills and AtlanDc Puffins distributed lhc:ir capelin exploitation by taking fish at
different depths and of different size classes.

Cody (1973) putpOrted to show that

different auk species forage at different distances form their colonies.
Despite such definitive evidence for resource partitioning,
segregation has proven

illusory.

in many cases diet

Bedard (1976) disproved Cody's conclusion about

resource partitioning between sympatric auks. Wilson (1995) conducred an experiment on

Pygoscelids on the South Shetland Islands. similar to Trivelpiece

~t

al. 's.• but found more

evidence for food resource overlap than for partitioning. AJthoogh Barrett and Furness
demonstrated partitioning among murrcs. Razorbills and Puffins, Barrett et aI. (1997)
reported substantial dietary and dive-depth overlap between Common and Thick.-billed

Murres.

Wiens (1989) attributed food niche -overlap among seabirds to situations that

violate Maltbus' doctrine,

ones in whicb prey are "seemingly superabundant-"

Yet both superabundant and scarce

prey could lead to increased diet overlap

between sympatric predators (Pianka, 1981: Schoener, 1974). Although the overall
availability of the murres' pr-ey near the Gannet lslands remains unknown, the

~t

local

decline in capeun abundance led me to asic would Common and Tbick-billed Mums' cbick
diets overlap more or less after the decline? In Cbapler 3, Food

and Thidc·billed Mums bneding OJ W

~t

ruouru UM by Common

Islands, lAbrador, I address this question

by examining the possibility that Conunon and Thick-billed Mwres might have exploited
the same food resources. To do this, I present lhe extent of chick-rearing period overlap,
chick..<fiet overlap, timing of feeding convergence, similarity of sizes and reproductive
states of fish in chicks' diets, and maximum dive depth similarity between the two mwre
species.
The sources of variation - or hannonies- I describe in this thesis might be

inexlricable. ThaI is,

the murres' responses to changes in capelin abundance and their

putative responses 10 each others' food resource use are probably interdependent I address
this in the concluding chapter, in which [ test the strength of the links between resource
availability, resource use and competition bolh in general and between Common and 11tickbilled Murres breeding at the Gannet (Slands.
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Figure 1.1: Map of Atlamic Canada showing location of Gannet Islands and North
Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) fisheries management divisions 2H. 21. 3K. 3L.
3NO and 3PS
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CHAPTER 2

RESPONSES OF COMMON AND nnCK-BILLED MURRES TO CHANGES IN
PREY AVAL<\Bn..rrY AT THE GANNET ISLANDS

2.1 ABSTRACf
I measured Common and Thick-billed Mum: chick diets. feeding rates. breeding success.
chick. growth. adult masses and pair members' time spent together at site eTAS) after a
decline in the abundance of capelin along the coast of southern and central I...abrndor. With
the exception of TAS, [ compaml these results with those coUccted by other researchers

all:

the same site in 1981-83. before the c:apelin decline. After the decline, murres fed their

chicks up to 15 per ccnlless capelin and up to 6S per cent more daubed shannies than they
had fifteen years previously. Feeding rates of both species varied by up 10 250 per cent

among the five years. but this variation was not concomitant with changes in the proponion
of capclin in the chicks' diets. The murres' dietary sh.ift did not seem

(0

affect their colony

attendance adversely; counts of bodt murres on some plots increased, wh.ile on others they
did nOl: differ significantly. Neither murre species had lower breeding success after capelin
became scarce.

Chicks of both species grew well following the decline in capelin

avaiJabili[)'. Masses of adult munes were not significantly different after c:apc:lin became:
scarce man they were before. No time-at-site data were laken before the decline in capelin
abundance. but after the decline off· duty Common and Thick4>ilIed Murres both spenl a
mean of len minutes aI their sites per feeding visit. TIlls amount of time was lower than !hal
recorded for Common MW'I'eS elsewllere, suggesting that mum:s' foraging effort at the
Gannel Islands was high and buffered the effects of prey availability on other parameters
measured.
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2.2 lNTRODUCfION
Changes in prey availability can profoundly affect reproductive parameters of
breeding animals. Breeding seabirds have been shown 10 respond 10 variation in availability
of their marine prey with changes in chick diet composition (e.g., Northern GanneLS 5ula

bassana. Monlevecchi and Myers, 1995 ; Cape Gannets Moros capensis (Crawford and
Dyer, 1995, Little Penguins Eudyplu/a minor, Cullen et al. 1992, Hobday, 1992), feeding
rates (Common Murres, UttJey et 01., 1994) clutch size (Black-legged Kittiwakes Risso

tridactyla), productivity (e.g., Brown Pelicans Pelicanus occidemalis, Anderson and

Gress, 1984; African Penguins Spheniscils demersus and Cape Gannets, Crawford and
Dyer. 1995; Black-legged Kittiwakes, Monaghan et al. 1996, Atlantic Puffins FraJercrJa

arctjea, Barrett, 1996, Little Penguins, Cullen et al., 1992; Hobday, 1992) colony
attendance (e.g., Common and Thick-billed Murres, Vader et al. 1990, Cape Cormorants

Phalacrocorax capensis and Swift Terns Sterna berg;;, Crawford and Dyer, 1995) timeactivity budgets (e.g., Conunon Murres, Burger and Piatt, 1990, Cairns 1992, Monaghan
et (1/., 1992, 1994. Black·legged Kittiwakes, Monaghan et al., 1992, 1994a; shags

Phalacrocorax aristotelis, Monaghan, et 01.,1992, 1996), chick growth (e.g., Atlantic
Puffins, Barrett 1994; LinJe Penguins, Cullen et al, 1992) adult mass (e.g., Black-legged
Kittiwakes, Monaghan et 01., 1996) and survival (e.g., Conunon and Thick·billed Murres,
Vaderetal.I990).
Alcids are long-lived birds with delayed maturity, and thus can afford to adjust
their reproductive effort as environmental conditions change (Lack, 1968). As pursuit
diving a1cids with obligate one-egg c1U1ches, murres could be expected to adjust foraging
effort and chick wet composition before limiting their clutch size or affecting chick's
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growth. In fact. in the wake of iess than catastrophic changes in prey availability. this bas
been evinced (Burger and Piatt. 1990: Monaghan et 01.. 1994. 1996; Uttley et aI.• 1996).

Multi-year studies of seabird reproductive performance and prey abundance are
necessary to test hypotheses about the birds' responses to changes in prey availability. This
type of integrated research was possible at the Gannet Islands. Labrador. where during

me

early 1980$. T.R. Birkhead and D.N. Nenleship systematically gathered dala on Common
and Thick-billed Murre chick diet composition. feeding rates and productivity. They also
collected information pertaining to chick. growth. colony attendance and adult mass. In the
eighties. capelin had predominated Common Mum: chick did. and had been important 10

Thick--billed Mum: chick diets (Birkhead and NenJeship. 1987c). After the conclusion of
their reseacc:h 1983 and

bef~

the inception of this sbJdy in 1996. capelin virtually

evacuated southern and oemra.l Labrador waters and ceased spawning on beaches near the
Gannet Islands (Miller. 1993: J. Andenon. pcrs. comm.: Cartwright residents, pers.
corom.).
With this study. I sought to determine directly the extent to which. Common and
Thick-billed Murre chick diet composition. feeding rates and productivity reflected changes
in capelin availability at the Gannet Islands. [ also attempted to asses indirectly the effects
of such changes on colony anendance. chick growth and parental time budgets. Since
Common Mum: chicks had previously depended more beavily on capelin than Thickbilleds had I hypothesized that Common Murre parameters would exhibit more sensitivity

to changes in the fish's abundance.
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2.3 METHODS
2.1./ Study

sit~

[ conducted this n:sea.n:h on GC4. one of seven small islands comprising the

Gannet Islands Ecological Reserve. l...ocated approximately 60 km west of the highly
productive Hamilton Bank, the Gannet Islands (53 8 57' N 56" 3 I' W) host Labrador's
most diverse seabird colony. About 47.000 and >6.000 pairs each of Conunon and Thick:billed Ml1IleS spend their breeding seasons at the Gannel Islands (lock et oJ. 1994). In
addition. the islands are home 10 about 39.000 pairs of Atlantic Puffins FratoaJa arctica,
6,400 pairs of Razorbills Aka tonia, 110 pairs of Black GuiUemots
~t

C~pphus grylk

(lcx:k

ai. 1994) and smalkr populations of Common Eiders Somtueria mollissima. Nocthem

FultTun Fulmaris glociaUs. Black-legged Kittiwakes. Great Black-back Gulls Lorw

marinus and Herring Gulls Lmvs argetftaluS. An unknown number of Leach's Stonn

PeIn:Is Oc~anodroma

/~ucorrhOQ

breed at the Gannet Islands. as well.

Co-occurance of high numbers of both mum: species is relatively rote at colonies
in the NOM Atlantic. Generally. the congeneric murres are geographi<::ally segregated
during their breeding season; Common Murres tend to reside at lower latitudes than Thick·
billeds do. However, the ml1lleS' ranges overlap

al

the Gannet Islands. rendering this site

an ideal place to compare these closely related species.

In 1996 and 1997. I repealr.d and expanded the previous researchers' protocol
(Birkhead and Netdeship. 1987a,b,c,) for studying murre chick: diet. feeding rates,

breeding success. chick mass. adult mass and colony anendance. In addition. I measured
the amount of time both members of a pair spent together at their sile per feeding visit

during the chick rearing period.
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2.3.2 Bruding success
[ monitored murres' productivity to compare their reproductive performance both
between species as weU as wilhin species and betwec:n years. Sites for productivity

monitoring were chosen because they were kx:atcd in the same part of thc: colooy as
Birkhead's and Nettleship's plots Common Mwn: A and Thick-billed Murre A (Birkhead
and Nettleship. 1987a.b). and because they could be observed withaUi noticeably
disturbing birds. [ monitored ISO Common Mwn: siles for productivity in 1996 and 140
siles in 1997. These sites occupied about 15m2 of a boulder-strewn rock platfonn
approximately 5m above sea level and 30m from the sea. Using h binoculars and a 20x.
spotting scope. I watched the birds from a blind perched approximately 15 meters above
the plot. The murres appeared 10 be unaware of and undiSlurbed by observers entering,

sitling in or leaving the blind.
Mark Hipfner monitored 150 Thiclc-billed Murre pairs in both 1996 and 1997.
These birds held sites on cliff ledges and Sleep rocky slopes above and to the south of the
Conunon Mwn: plot. The occupied portions of the cliffs and slopes stood about 2S m
above sea level. Using a 2Ox. spelting scope. he watched ThicIc-biUed Murres from a blind
approximately 15-30 m across a gulch from their sites. l..iIu: the Common MurreS. the
Thick-billed Munes did not respond to observers emering. silting in or leaving the blind.
We mapped these study plals and numbered the nest sites on them. Every day
during the breeding season. we checked each site on the plots and recorded whether there
was an egg. a chick or nothing present. Thus for most sites I could detennine the chicks'
hatching and fledging dates 10 within 24-hours and reliably eSlablish the percenlage of eggs
that hatched and percentage of chicks thai fledged. To determine hatching success, [

calculated the percentage of eggs laid that hatched. Likewise, fledging success was the
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percentage of chicks that fledged from hatched eggs. Breeding success was the product of
haJ:ChiDg and fledging success.
To make inter-year and interspecies comparisons of Common and Thick-billcd

Murre productivity, I used Chi·Square tests.

2.3.3 Colony an~ndana

Mark Hipfner and I counted adult murres present on five count plots at 16 h every
two 10 thm: days during the breeding season in 1996 and 1997. Throe of the plots we

counted were identical to those counted by Bi.rthcad and NettIeship in 1981 (Birlchead and
Nenleship, 1982). These were Thict:-billed A and C and Common C. On each plot, we

tallied the number of murres twice. If the

lWO

counts were within five per cent of each

other. we averaged them. If nOI. we made a third or fourth count then averaged the two
mostsintilarcounts.

2.3.4 Di~t composition andf~~diflg

rat~s

Totals of 1l).6() (depending on how many chicks had hatched or fledged) of the
Common Murre sites and 15·30 of the Thick-billed Murre sites monitored for productivity
were also moniroced fOf" chick diet composition and feeding rates. AJ. regular intervals
throughout thr: chick-rearing period. I conducted four-hour feeding watches with the help
of other field researchers. Two people conducted each watch: one would record Conunon

Murre food deliveries between 1400h and 1800 h, while the other would record Th.i.ckbilled Mum: food deliveries.

For each food delivery. we recorded the time, the site

number and the species of fish delivered. Murre chicks' meals invariably consisted of a
single undigested fish. Holding these fish lengthwise in their bills (such that the fish dangle
out of the birds' bills), parents walked or flew from the sea to their site. In most cases we

'0

wete able

to identify fISh during this traveling period. In some cases. we identified fIsh as

chicks paused before iogesting lbem. We used 20x spotting scopes to identify Thick:-billc:d

Murre chicks' fISh and 7x binoculars or our naked eyes to identify Common Murre chicks'
fish. our identifications were corroborated by diet samples coUected directly from birds and
from prey dropped on breeding ledges at other parts of the colony (see Methods. Chapter

3).
In 1996 eight Common and eight Thick-billed Murre four-hour feeding watches
were conducted. In 1997 II Common and nine Thick-billed Murre four hour feeding
watches were conducted.
To account for differences in mass among prey itelILS. I converted the percentages·
by-number of chick diet items to percentages by mass. I used the mean masses of capelin.
daubed shannies (Lumpenus macularus). sandlance (Ammodyus huaprerus). sculpin
(Myxocephalus sp.) and fish doctors (Gymnelis viridis) collected from Common Murre

parents in 1996 to make the conversions for (996. and the mean masses of capelin and
daubed shannies collected in 1997 to make !he conversions for that year. Some of the prey
species relegated to the ..other" category (such as squid (Illu sp.) and Mantic cod (Gadus

morhua» recorded during feeding watches were never coUected from adults: these were
not used to calculate mean percentages by mass.

Daubed shannies in 1997 were the only intael fish collected from lbick-bi1led
Murres. I asswned thai the masses of these fISh were the same in 1996 as in 1997 (this
assumption held true for Common Murres' shannies.

[=

1.4,df=176. p=O.16) and thai the

masses of the capelin delivered to Thick·billed Murre chicles were the same as those
delivered to Common Murres.
I used logil Ioglinear analyses 10 compare between years the predominance of the
most important items in the diets of chicks. Using this method. I determined wbether lbe
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odds of a parent of one mum: spc:cies delivering a given type: of fISh were significantly
different in one year than in anOther. and whether the odds of delivering a given l.ype of
fish varied between muJTe species.

2.3.5 Chick. growth
In 1996 I took a single mass and wing measurement from 36 Common Mum:
chicks of unknown age. Chicles were chosen for measurement because they occupied
shcltemi sites. such that they couJd be handled without causing nearby chicks to fledge
prematurely. Five of the chicks I measured in 1996 had wing lengths of 60 mm or greater.
FoUowing Birkhead and Nenleship (1984). I assumed these chicks to be

ar. least 20 days

old and considered their masses to be fledging masses. which [ used as an index of chick
growth. In 1997. Mark Hipfner weighed and measured 9 Common and 8 Thick-billed
MWTe chicks of known age every three days from haJching until fledging.

From these

measurements. I calculated the ctUcks' maximum growth rates (glday) and mid.point
weights (median of hatch and fledge weights). In both years. mass measurements were
taken to the nearest gram using a 300g spring scale. Wing measurements were made to the
nearest millimeter from the birds' carpa1joint to the tip of their longest primaries.

2.3.6 A.dult mass
Within-season changes in adult murres' mass might result from adaptive weight
loss. an increase in exercise. or a combination of both (Croll et aL 1991). If munes' mass
varies with the amount of energy they expend, then mass differences within a single
population but between yean could indicate inter-year differences in prey availability
(Monaghan. 1996). In order to compare the masses of rnUlTeS during incubation with those
during chick rearing, and to compare between ~ the masses of chick·rearing murres, I
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weighed botb Common and Thick·biJkd adults throughouc their breeding seasons in 1996
and 1997. OCher researchers and I used

noose poles 10 capture 11rick-bilIed Murres and

bach noose poles and fleyg oeu 10 capcwc Common Murres. In 1996, 71 incubating and
46 brooding Thick-billed Murres were weighed.. In 1997, 23 incubating and II broodiog
Thick-billeds were weighed. Only the masses of the: l1lic:k-bi1led MW'I1:S of whose
breeding slage (incubating or brooding) [ was certain were included in my analyses. In
1996 incubating Conunon

M~

were not weighed, but 106 brooding Common Murres

were weighed. In 1997, 13 brooding and 64 incubating Common Murres were weighed. I
assumed that the Common MUI'T'eS caught in the fleyg net were brooding chicks because
they all were carrying fish 10 the colony and I rarely saw non-broOOing Conunon MUI'T'eS
bring fish to the observation plots during the chick-rearing period. Murres were not caught
on or in the vicinity or the reeding walCh/productivity plots.
To compare murres' incubation and brooding masses, I used unpaired. two-cailed 1tests. To compare brooding masses roreach murre species between years, I used one-way

ANOVAs.

2.1.7

Tim~

at sit~

As a proxy ror measuring the amount of time murres allocated to foraging, I
measured the time both members of a pair remained together at their site after the parent on

foraging dury arrived with a chick meal. Time-aHite (fAS) has been shown to indicate
both roraging trip length and foraging effort (Monaghan et al., 1994). To establish Thick·

billed and Common Mums' mean TA$, Alejandra Nunez de la Mora and I conducted rocal
pair (FP) watches. FP watches were conducted opportunistically. during all daylight hours.
We began a FP walch when a bird anived al its site with a fish, thus ensuring that the birds
we were watching were uuly a pair. FP watches ended when one of the pair members left
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the site. By subtracting parents' arrival times from departure times, I detennined to the
nearest minute the amount of time off dUly birds spent at their site per visit. I never saw a
Common or Thick-billed Murre spend time at the colony away from the vicinity of ilS site,
except for the short time Common Munes sometimes spent walking directly from their site
to the water or vice versa. However, if the murres frequented parts of the colony away
from their sites without fm;t spending time at their siles. we would nOI have detected it.
To determine whether off-duty Common or Thick-Billed Munes varied the amount
of time they spent at their sites with respect to time of day or part of chick rearing period
(early, middle, late) I used ANOVAs. I used two-tailed unpaired t-teslS to compare the
amounlS of time Common and Thick-billed Murres spent at their sileS.

2.4 RESULTS
2.4. J Breeding success
Thick-billed Munes consistently experienced lower breeding success than
Common Murres.

In 1996, this difference was not significant (Xl = 1.16, df= 2, p=

0.56), but in 1997 it was (Xl = 8.86, df= 2, p= 0.01; Tables 2.1 and 2.2, Figure 2.1). In
1996 and 1997 Common Murre breeding success was between 83 (n=139) and 85 (n=I09)
per cent, while Thick-billed Murre breeding success was between 51 (n=I44) and 71
(n=143) per cent. The difference between Common and Thick-billed Murre hatching
2

1

success was significant in 1997 (X = 14.13, df=1 , p< 0.(01) bUI not in 1996 (X =0.81.
df= I p= 0.39). In both years, between-species differences in fledging success were not
significant (1996 X'= 0.04, df=I, P =0.85; 1997 X'= 0.83, df= I, p= 0.38).
Neither Common Murres' nor Thick-Billed Murres' breeding success varied among
the years 1981, 1982, 1983, 1996 and 1997 (fig.3 and 4, Table 3 and 4; Common hatching
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success X2:: 1.09. df::: 6. p:: 0.99 fledging success X~=O.16, df=6, p::O.99: Thick·bilIed
hatching success X 2 :: 1.86, df= 6, p=O.99 fledging success X2=:().63, df= 6, p=O.99).

2.4.2 Coionyanoulanu
TIle mean numbers of Thic.k...mIled Mones counted in 1996 were twice as high on

one plO( and did not different significantly on another with

~pect

to counts made in 1981

(Table 2.3). The mean number of birds present orl plot Thick·bilIed-A increased
significantly fro1l193 in 1981 to 196 in 1996 ([= 16.74, df=69. p<O.OOOI). On plot ThickbiUed-C. the mean number of birds did not vary between years (I:: 0.10, df= 67 p::O.9).
lbe mean number of Coounon Murres

~t

on counl p10l: Common-C iocrea.sed

significantly from 101 in 1981 to 121 in 1996 (t:: 16.38, df=66,p<Q.OOl) (Table 2.3).

2.4.3 Did composition
In both 1996 and 1997. shannies accounted fOf" the bulk. of Common and Thickbilled Murre chick diets (Figure 2.2, Tables 2.4 and 2.5). Shannies comprised 84 (0=397)
and 53 (0==404) per cent by number of Common Murre chick diets in 1996 and 1997
respectively. With

~pect to

mass. shannies' contribution was slightly lower: in 1996 the

fish made up 79 per cent and in 1997, 48 per cent of the masses of Common Murre chick
diets. Capelin was the second most common item in the chicks' diet. In 1996 capelin made
up 12 percent by number and an estimated 13 per cent by mass of Common MW'Te chick

diet. In 1997 capelin accounted for 45 per cent by number and 50 per cent by mass of the
chicks' meals. The results from loglinear analyses showed thar. the chances of a Common
Murre fcedinga capelin to its chick in 1996 were smaller than they were in 1997: the log of
the odds of a capelin delivery wen:: significantly higher in 1997 than in 1996 (fable 2.6,
2.7). Conversely. the chances of a shanny feed were gn:ater in 1996 than they were in
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1997. as the log of the odds of a shanny delivery was higher in

~

fltSl year. In both

yean. fish other lhan cape1in and shannies accounted for small proportions of Common
Murre chicles' diets. Other fish in the Common Murre chicks' 1996 and 1997 diets included
sandlance, AmmodYles huaprerus , fish doctor, Gymnelis viridis. Atlantic cod Gadus
morhua, Arctic Cod (Boreogadw saida) sculpin (Myxocephafus sp.), and squid (Illex sp.).

1be Thick-billed Murre chicks' diets were composed of more shannies and fewer
capelin than the Common Murres' ( Figure 2.3, Tables 2.8 and 2.9). In 1996 and 1997,
shannies comprised 97 (n=234) and 94 (n=244) perceRl by number. and 96 and 93 perceRl
by mass of [heir diets. Capelin accounted for the remaining 2 to 6 per cent by number and 3
108 per cent by mass. The logs of the odds of both capelin and shanny deliveries to Thickbilled mum: chicks were similar in both years (fables 2.10, 2.11). Thus. the chances of a
delivery of each type of fish were the same in 1996 as they wen:: in 1991.
In 1982 and 1983 TIUck billed Mum:: chicks were sometimes fed Arctic cod. fish
doctor and sandlance (Birkhead and Nettleship, 1987c), but during feeding watches in
1996 and 1997, observers recorded no fish other than capelin and shannies being delivered.
to Thick-billed chicks. In both years, however, we made rare incidental observations of

Thick-billed Munes feeding Arctic cod to their chicks.
The reswts of Iogit loglinear analyses show lhat in 1996 and 1997, as in the

eighties. the chances of a Common Mum: feeding a capelin 10 its chick were greater than
the chaooes of Thick-billed capelin feed. The opposite held true for shanny feeds. In each

year. the log of the odds of a Thick-billed Mum: delivering a shanny 10 its chick. were
higher than those of a Common Murre delivering one.
Despite these consistent interspecies differences in the ratios of chick diel items,
changes in the chick diets of both murres exhibited similar patterns. Parents of both species
fed their chicles substantially more shannies and fewer cape1i.n and An:tic cod in 1996 and
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1997 than they did in 1982 and 1983 (fables 2.12, 2.13. 2.14. 2.15). The results of Iogit
loglioear analyses reflected the murre dUcks' dietary shill 1be log oCthe odds of a member
of ~ither mune spectcs delivering a capcli.n to its chick were significantly higher in 1982
and 1983 than they were in 1996 and 1997 (Tables 2.7 and 2.11). Conversely. for both
species. the log of the odds of a parent deliv~ring a shanny were higher in the nineties than
they

We!e

in the eighties.

2.4.4 F~~ding

rat~s

In 1996. Thick-billed Murres fed their chicks more frequently than in 1997 (t=5.49.
df= 16, P <0.0000 I).

Common Murres exhibited a similar between-year difference in

feeding rates. but the difference was not significant (t=I.97 df=18, p=.06). lltick-billed
Murres fed their chicks at a significantly higher rate than Common Munes in 1996 (t=6.58.
df=14. p<O.OOOOI).

Howev~r.

in 1997, the munes' feeding rates did not

diff~r

significantly (t=I ..50, df=20, p=O.(5).
Common and 11lick-billcd Munes' feeding rates varied significantly among the
~

1981. 1982. 1983. 1996 and 1997 (Figures 2.4 and 2.5; Conunon Mum: FI',"1 =

.58, P <0.0001: Thick-billed Mum: F{•..m= 69.2 p<O.OOOI). 'The resuJts of post-hoc t-tests
comparing feeding rates between each possible pair of years revealed that some betweenyear differences in feeding rates corresponded loosely with the amount of capclin in the
birds' diets, although such conespondence is inconsistent. Feeding rates for both spcctcs
peaked in 1996, when

th~

proportion of capelin in their diets reached its nadir. The murres'

feeding raleS were lowest in 1981, but little chick. diet information was available for that
year.

Diff~rences

in both munes' feeding rates between 1982 and 1983 corresponded with

differences in the percentage by mass of c:apelin in their respective diets (Birkhead and
Nettlcship, 1987c).
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When comparing 1997 rocding rates to those from 1982 or 1983. I found no
R:lationship between the proponion of capelin in the chicks' diets and reWing rates.
Feeding rates in 1997 were as low as or lower than those reponed by Birkhead and
Nettleship 0987c) ror the early eighties. although the percentage or capelin in the chicks'
diets was also lower.

2.4.5 Chick growth.

In 1996. the mean mass or previously undisturbed Conunon Murre chicks wilh
wing lengths of greater than or equal to 60 mm was 233 +/- 21g (n=5). or 24 per cent or
adult mass. The mean fledging mass or regularly handled Conunon Murre chicks in 1997
was 223 +/- 21g (n=8). which was 23 percent of mean adult mass in that year. The mean
fledging mass of regularly handled Thick-biUed Murre chicks in 1997 was 224 +/- 25g
(0=8). or 24 per cent of the mean adult mass in that year.

1be maximwn growth weights. mid -point weights (median or hatching weight and
peak weight) and fledge weights of Common and Thick-billed Murre chicks a1 the Gannet
Islands in 1997 were high compared with those from other colonies (other colonies' data
compiled by A. Gaston. 1985a: Tables 2.16 and 2.17). When expressed as percentages of
adult mass. the fledge weights of Thick-billed Murres at the Gannet lslands were as high as
Of

higher than those at other colonies, and those of Common Murres were average.
Because of differences in methodology. I can onJy make a d~ comparison of

Common Murre chick: fledging masses a1 the Gannet lslands for one pair of years: 1981
and 1996. No significant differenceex.isted between the murres' mean fledging masses in
these years (t= 0.79. p< 0.05). However, the 1996 sample size was small (n=5). lbe
measurements taken on bolh murre species in the 19805 were made only on peak fledging
nights on chicks that were undisnubed until they fledged, and those taken in 1997 were
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made throughout the fledging period on chicks that were handled regularly. In 1982 and

1983 the mean fledging masses of previously undisturbed CorntnQn Murre chicles were
232+1- 21 g (n= 52) and 246+1 31 g (n=94), respectively (Birkhead and Nettleship. 1985),
4

up to 15 g (or 7 per cent) higher than that of regularly handled chicks in 1996 and 1997. In

1983. the mean mass of fledging Thick-billed Murres was 228+1- 30 g (n=1O). only 0.2
per cent higher than that of regularly handled Thick-billed Murre chicles in 1m.

2.4.6 Adult mass
For both Common and Tbick4>illed Murre adults. masses during chick rearing
tended to be lower than incubation masses (fables 2.18 and 2.19). In 1996.

the mean

mass of adult Thick-billed Murres during incubation was 5 per cent lower than il was
during chick-rearing. This difference was significant (t=3.64. df=lIS. p=O.O(4). In 1997.

the mean mass of incubating Thick·billed Mums was 2.6 higher than that of chick-rearers.
This difference was not significant (t= 1.03, df=32, P = 0.31). The mean mass of chickrearing Corrunon Murres in 1997 was 5% higher than the mean mass during incubation.
This difference was significant (t=2.30; df=75. p= 0.02).

The mean mass of chick .rearing Thick-billed Murres varied significantly among
the years 1981. 1982. 1996 and 1997 (FU.IOJI = 2.9 p= 0.04).

This variation can be

attributed to an exceptionally high mean mass during the chick-rearing period in 1997.

There was no interyeat variation in the masses of chi<:k-~g Common Murres (FI4~")

=

1.54 . p=O.2).

2.4.7 Timt!·at-silt!

In 1997, Common Munc pair members spenl a mean of 10.5 +1 7.5 minutes
4

(n::::4l) together at their sites during single feeding visits at their site. The median time they
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spent together was 9 minutes. with an interquartile range spanning from 6 to 12 minutes.
llUclt-billed Mwres spent similar. but more variable amounts of time together. staying with
their mates for a mean of 11.3 +1-11.0 minutes per feeding visit. The mc:dian time lbickbilled Murres spent together was 7 minutes. with an interquartite range from 3 to 17
minutes (Table 2.20). Neither Common nor Thick-billed Murres on foraging duly vaned
the amount of time spent at their site with respect to time of day or time of season. (Thickbilled T AS with respect to season Ft 2..26rO.86. p=O.73: Thick-billed TAS with respect to
time of day F u . l6r 1.1. p=O.49; Common TAS w/rep. to season FI4.«l1 ::1.1. p::O.27:

Common TAS wI rep. to time of day Fa.«lI ::1.1. p=O.88). Thus. I was able to pool the
data for each species and make

I found

lK)

an inlecspeciescomparison ofTAS.

signiftcant difference between the mean amount of time off-duly

Common and llUck-billed Murres spent at their sites (t=O.361. df::66 p=O.72). (Figure
2.6) .

2.5 DISCUSSrON

2.5./ Breeding succas
Despite inter-year variability in prey availability and chick diet composition. neither

Common nor Thick-billed Mwres'

~g

success changed signifICantly between years.

Monaghan et aL (1994) also found murre breeding success to be relatiYCly insensitive to
changes in prey availability.
During this study, Common Murres consistently experienced higher breeding
success than Thick-billed Murres. llUs is a function of their differentially high hatching
success.

as both murre species had similar fledging success

in both years. In 1981, 1982

and 1983 Thick-billeds at the Gannet Islands experienced both lower I1alching and lower
fledging success than Common Munes did (Birkhead and Nettleship, 1987b.) Birkhead
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:md Nett.leship ((98Th) altribulCd the murres' unequal hatching successes 10 differences in
habitat. Although I observed very few egg loss events. I believe thai: babiw diffetcnces

explain the inlerspc:cies diffemlCe in breeding success recorded in this SlUdy. as well. lbe
Common Mwres monilored in !his SlUdy lXCUpied flu or gently sloping rock platforms. If

an egg were 10 roU from one of Ihese sites. it wowd

not

go far and probably would 001 risk

a faJl. Eggs rolling from the narrow cliff ledges on which Thick-bilJeds laid, however.
would

more likely fall and break. Because chicks are more site-fast

than eggs. this

difference in habitat type would not effect chick mortality. Common and Thick-billed
Murres breeding on Bear lsland in the Barents Sea are segregated by habitat like Gannet
Islands murres are. and displayed similar differences in hatching success (WiUiams. 1974).

These: cross-colony and cross-year differences in Common and Thick-billed habitat type
and breeding success should not be reduced 10 imerspecific variation. because similar

disparities have been demonsuated within mune species but between habitat types. For
instance. on Bylot and Coburg lslands in the eastern Canadian Arctic. lltick-billed Murres
b~ng

on wide ledges bred more successfully than those occupying narrow ones

(Birlchcad

~t

al.• 198.5). Common Murres breeding on Taloosh Island, Washington were

less successful in some habiUltS (han in others. but this was largely a function of predation.
not egg -rolling (J.K. Panish, 1995). Successful pn:dation attemplS on eggs or chicks of
either murre species were observed extIemely

~Iy

at the Gannet Islands during this

study.

2.5.2 Colony att~ndance
Colony attendance of Gannet Islands Murres did not fall in response to decreased
abundance of capelln. In fact, the numbers of both species attending the colony probably
increased between 1983 and 1996.
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Unlike colony attendance of Ganoel lslands murres. lhal of murres breeding in the
B~ts Sea

varied in ~ponse [0 capelin abundance (Vader n ai.. 1990). Coocum:nt with

acoUapseofthe B~ntsSeacapetinstock..numbers of Common Mum:s breeding at three
colonies in Northern Norway plumrt1Cted by about 80 percent. Thick-bi.llcd Murres at the
same cok>nies fared better. although their numbers also feU substantially. by 33 1063 per
cenl (Vader~t al.. 1990). 1be difference in magnitude of murres' responses was attributed
[() differences in the feeding habits of adults, and to chick diet composition. Relying less
heavily than Common Mum:s on capelin. adult 1ll.ick-billed Murres suffered lower
mortalily during winter. This differential mortalily was reflected in differenl magnitudes of
breeding colony attendance decline (Vader et at.. 1990).
Because murres are long-lived and can "choose" to forgo a breeding season at little
cost to their lifetime fitness. their adult survival will only be affected by extreme prey
shortages (Monaghan. 1996). The Gannel Islands Murres did not exhibit declines in colony
aaendance similar to their conspecifics in the Barents Sea probably because their food

resource base changed less adversely and/or because: both Common and l1tick-billed
Murres from the Gannet Islands were able to sufficiently supplement their winter dietS with

fISh otber than capelin.
lnformatioo on the wintering grounds, and winler feeding ecology of murres wouJd
be necessary 10 suppon or reject the laner possibilily. The location of the wintering grounds

of Gannet Islands Murres are unconfirmed. Nonetheless, it is reasonable 10 assume that in
large

pan. the birds winter on lIle Grand Banks off Newfoundland. Birds from unspecified

colonies in Labrador. as weU as those breeding in both northerly and more southerly
locales, spend at [east pan of the winter in this highly productive region (Tuck. 1960). In
contrast to murres in the Barents Sea, Common and Thick-billed Murres wintering off !he
coast of Newfoundland exploit similar suites of prey items: historically, both subsisled
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primarily on Arctic cod and capelin. Thick-billed Murres also ingested a substantial amount
of crustaceans in the winter (Elliot et oJ., 1987).
Although I am uncertain of the availability of prey to Gannet Islands Conunon and
Thick-billed Murres in winler, it seems likely that even in the abseoce of pc1.agjc fish.
murres from the Gannet Islands wintuing ncar the Grand Banks. or elsewhere. could
survive on benthic creatures. This is because during the summer, Thick-billcd. Murres
regularly fished for shannies and Common Murres were capable of switching from fishing
for capetin to fishing for shannies for their chicks.

2.5.3 Diet composition
Common Murre chick diets predominated by benthic fish

~

anomalous and rarely

docwnented. Theirch.icks' diets often include some demersal fauna. yet Conunon MlItTeS
lend to prey less upon benthic animals than on pelagic schoolers. For instance, the most
prevalent items in Common

M~

chick diet: in the northwest Atlantic historically have

been capclin (Burger and Pian. 1990; Birkhead and Nettleship. 1987c: Brad.sutt:t and
Brown. 1985) and, less tttentJy. sandlance (ruck., t960). The principal items in their dietS
in the Barents Sea were capetin, herring and sandlance (Furness and Barrett. 1985: Barrett
and Furness. 1990; Barrett et ai.. t 997). In the North Sea. Common Murre chick diet
consisted mainly of sandlance (Harris and Wanless. 1995) and in the Irish Sea. it consisted
mainly of sprat (Spranw JPranw) (HatehweU. 1991). Although Conunon Murre chick.
diets very rarely deviate from this trend. a benthic fish prevailed in the chick diet at the
Farallon Islands (Ainley

I!t

ai.. 1996). Common Murres at this colony fed their chicks

juvenile redfish. which usually become demersal by the time they are large enough to
appear in chick diets (Moser and Boehlen, 1991).
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The change in Common
no!:

M~

chick diet between 1982-3 and 1996-1 is striking

only for irs magnitude. bul for the behavioural flexibility it mUSf. have required... Because

daubed shannies live solilarily in the benthos, murres must employ a different smuegy 10
catch them then they do to catch the pelagic. scbooting capelin. Foraging murres can set a
course toward a school of fish by ttaeking conspecifics retuming to the colony (Sergeant,
1951; Gaston and Nettleship. 1981) and then making repeat trips to the same school. In
contrast. when preying on non schooling fish. birds must find their quarry individually and
make a new sean::h upon each foraging attempt. Benthic fish typically respond to predators

by hiding in the substrate. whereas pelagic fish respond to predalln by schooling tightly.
Hence. a birds' tactics for catching benthic fISh must differ markedly from its tactics for
bunting pelagic fISh.

Although the Thick-bilJed MWTe chicks' dietary shift was similar to the Commou
Murres', a predominately benthic diet is less unusual for Thick-billed than for Common
Murre ch.icks. 1be diers of lbick-billed MWTe chicks often include sizable proportions of
benthic fish. as well as pelagic fish (Tuck. 1960; Bradstreet and Brown. 1985; Gaston,
1985b). Demersal fish.

all:

especially common in chick diets at colonies in the more

southerly reaches of their Atlantic: range. including the Gannet Islands in the 1980'5

(Bradstreet and Brown. 1985: Birkhead and NettJeship, 1981c). But a schooling fish., the
Arctic cod. is the most prevaknt item in their diets at both low and high arctic colonies in
Eastern Canada (Gaston and Nettleship, 1981: Gaston, 1985b).

This change in Common Murre chicks' diet. composition was

not

necessarily

accompanied by a change in diet quality. Some data suggest that at the Gannet Islands, the
energy density and fat content of daubed shannies

are equally as high those of capelin.

Proximate analyses were conducted on 12 daubed sbannies and 2 capelin thnt I collected

from chick-rearing Common Munes on the Gannet Islands in 1996 (please see chapter

three for diet. sample coUection methodology). The analyses revealed that the lipid and
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protein contenl, as well as the energy density of daubed shannies were as high as lhose or
capelin (Alexandra Maga!haes, 1998). 1bese parameters vat)' widely wilh fISh sex and
reproductive state, (Mootevccchi and Pian. 1984) and the Gannet lslands sample size was
small. Yet the energy densities of the Gannet Islands murres' capelin were much higher

than those derived

rrom larger data sets (Mootevecchi and Pian.

1984). Taken together, the

resuUs from proximate composition studies suggest that daubed shannies might be equally
nutritious as capelin for murre chicks. This contradicts the fIndings or BirldJead and
NettJeship (1987), who reported tha1 Gannet Islands murres' capelin had higher energy
densities than daubed shannies.

Their conclusion was based on the results or bomb-

calorimetric anaJyses, which are less pr«:ise and mote prone 10 error than proximate
analyses.
Not only are then: very rew data on the daubed shanny's nutritional value, little
research has been conducted on the fish's abundance, distribution, behaviour or ecology.
An inkling of lhe daubed shanny's distribution can be gleaned from museum collections.

The Smilhsonian Instirution, the Scripps lnstitu1e or Oceanography and the University of
WashingtOn hold samples of daubed shannies coUected in waters rrom Alaska to l...ake
Melville, Labradoc For those samples for which

~

is information on the bottom depth

at site of capture, aU daubed shannies were collected from the benthos. lbe depths at which
the fish were caught (().120 m) !'ell within the range or depths to which I round chick-

rearing murres at the Gannet Islands to dive (Scripps Institute or Oceanography
Oceanographic Collections 1997; NMNH Fish Collection, 1998; UWFC Search Inlenace,
1998 and see Chapter 3).
These scant data only begin 10 suggest the daubed shanny's geographic range.
Another study. the Nonh Atlantic Strategic Assessment Project (SAP), conducted jointly
by the National Oceanographic and Aanospheric Administration, U.S.A. (NOAA) and
DFO, offers a preliminary and somewhat incboate description of the relative abundances of
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daubed sbann.ies along lhe nonh eastern coast of Nonh America The: results of SAP
trawls indicated thar. daubed shannies ~ equaJly abundant along most of
northern LabradOl" to

me

southern Gulf of Maine. but

~

me coast. from

more abundant in the

southwestern Gulf (East Coast of North America Stralegic Assessment Project. 1998).
Nonetheless, 100 few of SAP's trawls contained daubed shannies. and the mean number of
daubed shannnies caught per tow was too low to afford reasonable estimales of the fish's
real abundance.

2.5.4 Fuding ratu
The rates at which both Corrunon and Thick-billed Murres provisioned their chicks
varied between years, but not in accordance with changes in the proportion of capelln in the
chicks' diets. Similarly. Burger and Pian (1990) found that in spite of within and among
season fluctuations in capelin availability in and neat Witless Bay. Newfoundland,
Common Murres did 001 adjust the rates at which they fed their chicks. In cootrast, at the
Shetland Islands. Common Murre chicks' feeding rates were twice as high during a year in

which the independently estimated abundance of their primary food (sandJance) was high.
than during a year when it was low (Unley ~t a1.. 1996). Unlike the diets of m~ chicks
breeding at Witless Bay and at the Gannet Islands, those of chicks at Shetland did not vary
between years. TIle fluctuations in feeding rates at Shetland probably resulted from the fact

that: sandlance were the birds' only available chick food (Kunzlik. 1989 in Uttley
1996; Monaghan

~tal.•

~t

al.,

1996)

Both in Witless Bay and at Shetland. breeding mums spent more time foraging
when prey availability was low (Burger and Piatt. 1990; Monaghan et aI., 1994; 1996). In
conjunction with the fact that feeding rates at the Gannet Islands and in Witless Bay did not
fluctuate with prey availability, dl.is suggests that when alternative prey are available. murre
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cttick feeding rn1es

~ not

primarily regulated by the availability of "'prefemd'" prey. but

rather by chick requirements. Thus. at the Gannet lslands, murrcs' feeding rn1es did

not

provide reliable information about food availability.

2.5.5 Chicle growth
For the purposes of this study. conclusions about chX:k growth drawn from
inten:olony comparisons an: necessarily dubious. This is because factors other lhan diet.
composition can effect growing chicks differently at different colonies. Such facton might
include temperature. humidity and genetic constraints, although Gaston (1985) showed !bat
between colony differences in temperature did nOf: correspond to differences in fledge
weights of Thick-billed Murre.s. Despite the possibility that diet alone does nO! determine
chick growth rn1e. ddc:nnining relative

rates

and magnitudes of chicle: growth can be

infonnative (fables 2.16 and 2.17).
Because TIrick-bilJed Munes at the Gannet Islands in 1997 grew as well as or better
than Tbick·billeds at other colonies, and because the fledge weights of regularly handled
chicks in 1997 were within two per cent of those of undisturbed chicks in 1983. I believe
that that they grew at least as weU in the nineties as they did in the eighties. In 1997
observe~

often saw Thick-billed Mum: chicks refuse ftsh from their parents. which is

consistent with the contention that they grew weU.

Common Murre chicks from the Gannet lslands grew well in 1997 in comparison
[0

those from other colonies. and their 1996 fledge weights were equivalent

[0

those in

1981. Therefore. I have little reason to believe that the growth rates of Corrunon Murre
chides differed before and after the decline in capeLin availability.
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1.5.6 Adult mass
Although the masses of Common and Thick-billed Mum: adults were lower during
chiek rearing than during incubation, they were DOt lower in 199617 than they were in the
19805 during either period. Therefore, [ found no evidence that the decrease in capelin
abundance resulted in increased physical stress on breeding adult murres, or that adult mass
correlates with capelin abundance.
Common Mum:s might be less adapted for searching for single fish among rocks
on the sea floor than for preying upon schooling fish. The Common Murre's wing shape
lends itself to agile maneuvering underwater, facilitating the speed and deXlI:rity required to

ca1cb scbooling rlSh (Spring, 1971). But Common Mum:s' pectoral muscles are smaller
and less myoglobin-rich than Thk:k-bilJed Murres' (Spring, 1971), m.a.ki.ng it more difflClJ.1t

for the former to perform the deep or prolonged dives that might be necessary to catch
demersal or crevice- dwelling fish (Croll et ai., 1992). Given these morphological and
physiological constraints, it would be reasonable to suppose that a decrease in the body
condition of Common Murres would be attendant upon switching from foraging for capelin
10 foraging for shannies. This did not happen at the: Gannet Islands, where chick-rearing
Common Murres' adult masses in 1996 and 1997 were similar to lhose in the 19805.
I can imagine two reasons for the observed lack: of OOdy condition deterioration
after Common Munes began foraging primarily for shannies. The first is that Common

Murres did not expend more effort to caleh a shanny than to caleh a capelin - but they did
take more time to do so. This is consistent with the observation that Common Murres'

time-at-site was low during the years when they fed their chicks mostly shannies. Yet also
consistent with this observation is the possibility that Common Murres' catch-per-uniteffort for shannies is, in fact, lower than it is for capelin, but adult body condition does not
reOect this difference because when they feed their chicks sbannies, mum:s spend more

tim: eating to make up for the energy spent fonging. These two possibilities could be
distinguished only by the results of extensive tiJne..activity budget and energy expenditure
studies conducted both during years when murres feed their chicles capelin and during
years when they feed their chicks shannies.

2.5.7 Time at site
Despite the fact that breeding murres spend a substantial portion of "free time" at

sea (Cairns. et aJ. 1987; Benvenuti et al.. 1998). the amount of free time they spend on
land seems to indicate the relative abundance of key spc:cies in the diets of their chicks. On
Gull Island. Newfoundland. the amount of time otf.duty Common Murn:s spent at their
site decreased with the abundance of capc:lin near the island (Burger and Pian. 1990). AI.
the Shet.land Islands. off-duty chick-rearing Common Murres increased their time-at site by

five hundred percent after sandlance. their chicks' primaI)' meal item. became more
ahundant near the colony (Monaghan et aJ.. 1996; Uttley et al.• 1994).
Although Cairns et al. (1987) showed that the proportion of time Common Murres
spend diving decreases with the duration of their foraging trip Monaghan er al.. (1994)
dem0nstt3.ted that trip duration. hence time-at site. provides a reliable index of the foraging
effort of murres. Using radiotelemetry to track: the activities of breeding Common Murres
away from the colony. tbey found that as foraging lrip time increased (and time at site
decreased) murres made mote diving bouts per trip, performed more dives pet bout. and

paused for fewer seconds foUowing dives of similar length than they did on shaner trips.
Therefore. although time-at-site might not provide an absolute measure of Common
Murres' free time. it can accurately gauge the proportion of time they allocate 10 foraging,
which in lUm reflects the availability of supposedly preferred prey items.
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Data are

DOl

available to make between-year comparisons of Gannet Island mums'

TAS. However. lean compare theTAS of Gannet lslandsCommon Murres' with those of
Common Murres

di

.xher colonies and speculate about relative foraging efforts (Figure

2.7). Members of Common Mum pairs on Gull Island between 1983 and (985 spent a
mean of 22 per cent of daylight hours together (Burger and Piatt. 1990).

Given their

chicks' feeding rates. and assuming thai: foraging duty birds only visited their sites when
delivering feeds, they spent a mean of 66 minutes together per visit. nus figure probably
exaggem.es the birds' TAS. because foraging duty mums sometimes visit their sites inbetween feeds (pen. obs.). Yet even if the true T AS of Gull Island Murres had been half
of the projected 66 minutes. the birds would have spent well over twice as long together
per visit than Gannet lslands Mums did. A more direct comparison reveals that Common
Murres at the Gannet Islands in 1997 spent five times less TAS than Shetland Islands

Common Murres did when sandlance were abundant (Monaghan er al.. 1996). But when
sandlance were scarce, the TAS of Shetland Islands Murres was similar to those of the
murres at the Gannet Islands. Thus, compared to those recorded at other colonies, Gannet
Islands Murres' foraging effon. as measured by TAS, was very tugh. This suggests that at
the Gannet Islands, Common Murres' TAS might com:Late oc:gatively

with the local

abundance of capelin. However, based on an analysis of brooding shift dur.u.i.ons of
Conunon Murres at the Gannet Islands in 1983. Verspoor n al. (1987) surmised that even
in that year, off-duty mums spent little time at their sites. No measurements noc estimates
were made of the murres' time spent together at the site in the 19805. Without time-at-sile

data for years of varying capelin availability, the suggestion that Gannet Islands murres'
time at site varies with capelin abundance remains provisional.

While Common Muae TAS seems to correspond to foraging effort, the link

between Thick.-billed Mum: TAS and foraging effort is less obvious. This is because there
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are few published data on Tbick-billed murres' time·at-site ill relation to changing prey
availability or chick diets. Because TlUck-billed Murn:s behave less ~gariously toward
their mates and chicks than Common Murres do (pers. obs. and sec Birkhead, 1985).
Thick.-billeds might keep time-al site conslant. increasing only free-time at sea as feeding
conditions improve. Or. like C!)mmon Murres, they might adjust time-at site as feeding
conditions change. The former possibility is more likely, because unlike Common Murres
at the Gannet Islands. Thick-billed Murres lend to nest shoulder-to-shoulder on narrow
cliff ledges. where adults often have difficulty sharing the small space available at their site.
I have regularly seen foraging duty Thick:-billed Murres balanced precariously on lhc: edge
of a ledge. flapping their wings in order 10 stay poised on the cliff long enough to feed
their chick. These birds did not linger at their site after feeding.
During the year of higher sandlance availability at the Sbetland Islands, Common
MWl'eS on the foraging shift made multiple foraging trips before taking up brooding duties,
whereas during the poor year. they usually changed-over after each trip (Monaghan el aI.,
1996). I can not detennine whelher lhe murres at the Gannet Islands made multiple
foraging trips per foraging shift. I have no data on how far the. murres were foraging from
the colony. These would be interesting. though. because Common Murres and shags
breeding at the Shetland Islands fornged farther from the colony when sand1ance were less
abundant (Monaghan. 1996). Because I collected TAS data in onJy one year. and because
the Gannet Islands murre population is not marked, 1 do not know whether increases in

TAS are related 10 decrused life expeclanCy or fitness. If TAS does indeed fluctuate
inversely with foraging effon, such decreases would be expecled.
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2.5.8 COrldusiOttS

Wilh respect to each of the: paramele:rs I measured. Common and 11rick.-bilJed
MWTeS responded similarly to changes in capelin abundance. In ueping with the
suggestions ofCaims ~t at. (1987). and the findings of other researchers (Burger and Piatt,
1990. Monaghan tt at.• 1994, 1996: Uttley

~t.

at. 1996) I observed thai Common and

Thick·billed Murres' productivity and feeding rates did nOl: Oucruate in response to a

decline in the abundance of capelin. an historically important item in their chicks' diets.
lbeir chicks' diets changed substantially. however.

Common

Murres delivered

significantly fewer capeJin to their chicks, supplementing their diets wilh daubed shannies.
This shift in foraging primarily for pelagic to benthic fauna is extremely rare for breeding
Common Murres. Thick-billeds abandoned foraging for capelin. and almost solely fed their
chicks daubed shannies. Such a diet is nOI as unusual for Thick-billed Murre chicks as it is
for Common Murre chicks.
The rates of fISh deliveries to murre chicks did nO[ fluctuate consistently wilh the
proportion of capelin in their diets. I can speculate with confidence that the growth of murre
chicks was not affected by changes to their diet composition. Neither lhe masses of
breeding adults nor lheir colony anenda:nc:e tcSpOOdcd negatively to this dietary ShirL With
the exception of chick diet composition, the amount of time pair members spend together
during a chick feeding visit might be the only parameter that measunl:b1y changed in
accordance wilh chick-diet variation. By the standards of Common Murres al other colonies
(Burger and Piatt, 1990, Monaghan et at.. 1994).

neither Common nor Thick-billed

MWTeS at the Gannet Islands spent much time together at their sites while chick rearing.
This suggests that their time spent foraging was high. supporting the hypotheses of Cairns

et at. (1987) and Burger and Pian (1990) that mu.m:s budgel
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!bcir time so as to buffer the

effects of prey availabili[)'. To exclude me possibili[)' tnat the TAS of Gannet Islands
murres is relatively low regardless of chick food abundance. more years of TAS and fish
abundance data are necessary.
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Table 2.1: Common Murre breeding success in 1981, 1982, 1983, 1996 and 1997. 1981·3
data from Birkhead and Nettleship. 198Th.

year

# eggs
laid

#c@cks

1981

241

218

90.5

208

95.4

85.5

1982

248

203

81.9

193

95.1

77.9

1983

251

206

82.1

'99

96.6

79.3

1996

139

118

84.9

116

98.3

83.5

1997

109

95

87.2

93

97.9

85.3

hatched

hatching
success (%)

#citicks
fledged

hedgmg
success

breeding

success(%)

(%)
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Table 2.2: Thick-billed Murre breeding success in 1981. 1982. 1983. 1996 and 1997.
1981-3 data from Birkhead and Nettlestlip. 1987b.
year

·'W
laid

Itctticks
hateh«!

halChiIig

success (%)

Itchicics
fledged

hedging
success

breeding
success (%)

(%)

1981

I3S

87

64.4

79

90.8

1982

153

108

70.6

95

88.0

62.1

1983

119

78

65.5

64

82.0

53.7

1996

144

105

72.9

102

97.1

70.8

1997

143

83

58.0

73

88.0

51.0

41

58.5

Table 2.3: Mean numbers of adult murres counted throughout the breeding season on plots
Thick-billed A, Thick-billed C andComrnon C in 1981 and 1996. 1981-3 data from
Birkhead and Nettlesttip, 1982.
plot-year

st. dev.

#of counts

93

12

10

Thick-billed A
1996

194

37

61

Thick-billed C

14(

25

140

35

Thick-billed A

mean # 6GdS1count

1981

1981

Thick-billed C
1996
Conunon C

101

17

121

21

61

1981

Conunon C
1996

42

6'

TabIe2.4: Common M~cbictdietcomposition in 1996. N is the oumberoffeedsoftbe
diet item in question detiven:d to chicks on plot Commoo-A during 10 1400-1800 feeding
watches. Tota1 mass of fish is estimaled from the mean masses of each diet item coUected
from Common Murre parents. Other items include sandI.ance . Arctic cod., sculpin and
squid. Unknown flsh were those delivered to chicks befoce observers could identify their
distinguishing feanues.
diet item

'ltbyoumber

estimared total
mass (g)

capelin

43

12

131

shanny

313

84

3193

other
tntal for known
(Ish
unknown fish

17

136

373

4060

24

43

estimated % by

""'"
79

,.

Table 2.5: Common Mum: chick diet composition in 1997. N is the nwnber of feeds oftbe
diet item in question deliven:d tocbicks on plot Common-A during 10 1400-1800 feeding
watches. Total mass of flSh is estimated from the mean masses of each diet item coUected
from Common Mune parents. Other items include sandlanc:e • Arctic cod. sculpin and
squid. Unknown fISh were those delivered 10 chicks befoce observen could identify their
distinguishing features.

diet item

% bynurnber

estimated total

mass <g)

estimated % by

m."

capelin

170

45

2193

50

shanny

200

53

2120

48

olher
total for known
fish
unknown rlSh

10

80

380

4393

24

44

Table 2.6: Odds of capelin and manny deliveries to Common M~ chiclcs. lbe odds of a
delivery equals the oumberdeliveries ofthaJ: fish observed during fouchour feeding
watches divided by the number of deliveries of other fISh.

year

OddS of capelin aelivery

OddS of ShaMY atlivery

1982

3.2

0.10

2085

1983

3.1

0.18

1640

1996

0.14

5.0

364

1997

0.81

I.I

380

45

Table 2.7: Between-year ratios orthe odds or capelin and blenny deliveries to Common
MWTe chicks.. 'Ratio capeliDlblenny delivery' is the ratio ortbe nalUra1 log ortbc: odds or a
delivery or the fish in the first year in year pair to thai in the second year in year pair. 'c.i.'
is the 95 per cent confidence interVal or the ratio or the log or tbe odds.
year pair

d.

-

capelin
delivery

capelin delivery

year
pair

82:96

3.14

2.8Q.3.47

82:96

·3.89

82:97

1.37

1.15-1.60

82:97

'"3.20

'3.50 --'2.90

83,96

3.01

2.76--3.43

83:96

'"3.32

·3.36·'"3.02

,"",0

bleany
delivery

c.1.
blenny delivery

·4.20· "3.57

83:97

1.33

1.IQ.1.56

83:97

"2.64

'2.93 -"2.34

96:97

'1.76

·1.39·"2.14

96:97

0.69

0.31·1.06
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Table 28: Thick-billed Mune chick: diet composition in 1996. N is the number of feeds of
the diet item in question delivered todricks on plot Thick:-billed A during 8 1400-1800
feeding watches. Total mass of flSh is estimated from me mean masses of each met item
collected from Common Mune pattnts. Unknown flsh wen: those delivered 10 chicks
befon: observers could identify !heir distinguishing features.
% by number

diet item

shanDY

estima1edtotal
mass (g)

estimated % by
rna;,

34

capeUn
107

1070

97

other
total for known
fish

110

unknown flSh

125

1112

47

96

Table 2.9: 11tick.-billed Murre chick diet composition in 1991. Nistbe number of feeds of
the diet item in question delivered to chicks on plot Thick.-billed A during 10 14(X)..ISOO
feeding watches. Totat mass of fISh is estimated from the mean masses of each diet item
collected from Common Murre parents. Unknown fISh were those delivered to chicks
before observers could identify their distinguishing featureS.

% by number

diet item

estimated t()(aJ

mass <g)

m""

116

capelin
shanny

estimated%by

139

94

1413

other
total (or known
(ish

148

unknown fish

24\

15g9

48

93

Table 2.10: Odds or capelin and shanny deliveries to Thick-billc:d Murre chicks. The odds
or adclivery equals the numbc:rdeliveries ortbat fish observcdduring rour hour reeding
watches divided by the ownbcr or deliveries or other flSb.
year

OddS or capeiin delivery

oddS of shanny aeiivery

1982

0.24

2.6

241

1983

0.43

2.0

409

1996

0.02

35.7

110

1997

0.06

12.6

151

49

Table 2.11: Between-year ratios oftbc odds of capelin and b1enny deliveries 00 Thick.-billed
Murre chicks. 'Ratio capeLinlblenny delivery' is the ratio of the natural log oftbe odds of a
delivery of the fISh in the fltSl year in year pair to that in tbe second year in year pair. 'cJ.·
is tbe 95 per cent confidence interval of the ratio of the log of the: odds.

year pan

,,"0

capelin
delivery

c.1.
capelin delivery

year pair

,,"0

blenny
delivery

c.i.
blenny delivery

82:96

2.36

1.07 - 3.65

82,96

'2.47

'3,58 -'1.37

82:97

2.93

1.66·4,20

82:97

"'2.75

"'3.84· ·1.67

83:96

1.13

0.58·2.04

83:96

'1.55

"'2.21 - '0.88

83:97

1.88

1.19·2.57

83,97

'1.82

"'2.46·'1.19

96:97

'1.05

"'2.46·0.39

96:97

0.93

'0.29·2.15

50

Table 2.12 Conunon Murre chick: diet composition in 1982. N is the number of feeds of
the diet item in question delivered [() chicks during four-boor and all-day feeding watches.
as well as fah caught from parents. T otaJ mass of flSh is estimated from the mean masses
of each diet item collected from Common Murre parents. Other items include sandlance.
fish doctor. Atlantic and Arctic Cod and sculpin. Unknown fISh were those delivered to
chicks before observers could identify their distinguishing features. Data from Birkhead
and Nettleship, 1987a.

diet item.

% by number

estimated % by

""'"
capelin

1.589

82

sbanDy

198

12

other

298

total

78
10

12

208'

51

Table 2.13 Common MWTe chick: diet composition in 1983. N is the number of feeds of
the diet: item in question delive~ to chicks during four·bour and all-day feeding watches.
as well as fish caught from parents. Tota.l mass of fish is estimated from. the mean masses
of each diet item coUected from Common Murre parents. Other items include sandlance.
fISh doctor, Atlantic and Arctic Cod and sculpin. fourline snakeblenny. eelpout and f1a1flSh.
Data from Birkhead and Nettlesb.ip. 1987a.
., by number

diet item

estimated., by
mass

capelin

1237

75

80

shanny

257

16

12

other

154

total

1648

52

Table 2.14: lbick-billed Murre chick diet composition in 1982 N is the number of feeds
of the diet item in question delivered 10 chicks dwiog four·bour and all-day feeding
watches. as weU as flSh caught from pamlts. Toul mass of fish is estimated from lbe
mean masses of each diel ilem collected from Common and nuck-bilkd Ml1lTe ~t5..
Other ilems include sandlance and gadids. £>ala from Birkhead and Nenleship. 1987a

diet item

% by number

estimalcd%by
mass

capelin

17.

72

71

shanny

.7

20

22

other
tolal

20
2.,

S3

Table 2.15: lbick-billc:d Murre chick dietcompositioo in 1983. N is the number of feeds
of the diet item in question delivered to chicks during four-boor and all-day feeding
watches. as weU as fish caught from parenlS. Total mass of fish is estimated from the
mean masses of each diet item collected from Common and lbick-billed Murre parenlS.
Other items include sand.lance, fish doctor. gadids and fourline snakeb1enny. Data from
Birkhead and Nettleship. 1987a.

did item

% by number

estimated % by

m=
capel in

271

66

61

shanay

123

30

36

other
tolal

15
409

54

Table 2.16: Growth of regularly weighed Conunon Murre chicks at various colonies in
different years. listed in descending order of maximum growth rak. 'Mid point weight' is
the median of hatch weight and fledge weighL Gull Island data from Mahoney. 1976;
Fame Island data from Pearson. 1968; Simmer Island data from Birkhead. 1976. in
Gaston. 1985a; Stora Karlso data hom Hedgren and l...innman. 1979. Most data compiled
by Gaston (1985a).
colony

max growth mid point
rateWday)

weighl (g)

hedge
weight (g)
239

OCdge welgbt (per
cent adult mass)

Stora Karlso, 1915

15.1

160

Slora Karlso. 1914

15.5

165

266

Gannet [slands, 1991

15.2

148

233

25

Gull [sland. 1978

14.2

167

260

26

Gull Island. 1977

14.1

167

2[6

22

Gannet Islands. 1981

13.8

14()

246

26

Slara Karlso 1977

13.1

165

242

Fame Island. 1965

12.6

152

250

Slora Karlso. 1976

12.3

160

24()

Sk.omer £Sland. 1974

11.8

142

215

55

27

25

Table 2.11: Growth of ~gu1arty weighed Thick-bilJed Mune chicles at various colonies in
different years., listed in desc:ending order of maximwn growth rate. 'Mid point weight' is
the median of hatch weight and fledge weighL Cape Hay and Coburg lsland data from
Bittbead and Nettleship. 1981; Prince Leopold bland data from Gaston and NettJeship.
1981. Most data compiled by Gaston (1985a).
rna><
mid pomt
growth rate weight (g)

colony

(g)

ffedge weight

nedge weight
(%adultmass)

(glday)

15.2

150

224

24

Prince Leopold lsland.
1915

14.4

136

204

23

C~

13.0

146

206

24

Prince Leopold lsland,
19n

11.6

149

221

:IS

Cape Hay. 1919

11.4

135

191

22

g.5

144

212

24

Digges bland. 1980

g.4

110

157

17

Digges bland. 1980

6.g

105

146

15

Gannet Islands.
1997

Island. 1919

Prince Leopold lsland.
1916

56

Table 2.18: Mean masses o(iocubating anddtick-rearing Common Mum::s in 1981. 1982.
1983. 1996 and 1997. 1981·1983 data from Birltbead and Nen1eship. 1987a.

'1=

mean""",
incubation

st. dev.

moan""",

st. dev.

chick-rearing
(g)

(g)

1981

980

61

30

909

64

2.

1982

993

61

JI

944

56

30

1983

975

56

JI

960

50

30

945

66

106

960

7.

64

1996
1997

1011

64

13

57

Table 2.19: Mean masses of incubating and clUclt-rearing Thick--biUed Mwres in 1981.
1982.1983. 1996 and 1997.1981·1983datafromBirkheadandNettlesbip.1987a..
yoM

me", mass
incubation

st. deY.

me.. mass
chiclt-rcaring

(g)

st. dey.

(g)

1981

943

51

30

899

57

30

1982

971

68

30

903

47

20

1983

955

58

20

1996

945

64

71

900

68

46

1997

943

65

23

919

59

II

58

105

(al

95
85

75
65
55
45

19 I

19 2

19 3

1982

19 3

I

6

19 7

I

6

1997

105
(b)

95
85

75
65
55
45

~

19 I

l

59

~

100
1996
80
60
40
20

~

'0
:J,

"5

~

0
19

24

23

10
1997
80
60
40
20
0
19

Dcapelin

•

24
July

29

shannies

13

18

23

August

o

arctic cod

~other

fig 2.2: Percentages by number of capelin, shannies, arctic cod and other fish in
diets of Common Murre chicks in 1996 and 1997.
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fig 2.3: Percentages by number of capelin, shannies, arctic cod and other fish in

diets of Thick-billed Murre chicks in 1996 and 1997.
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,!l
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year

9697

fig 2.4: Mean rales of fish deliveries 10 Common Mum: chicks between
l400h and ISOOh in 1981 (n=8 fceding watches). 1982 (n=II), 1983 (n=12).
1996 (n:oS) and 1997 (n=: I J). 1981--83 data from Birkhead and NCll1eship

(1982.1985).
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fig 2.5: Mean ratcs of fish deliveries to Thick-billed MUJ'fe chicks between

1400h and ISOOh in 1981 (n: 12 feeding watches). 1982 (n=II), 1983
(n=12). 1996 (n=8) and 1997 (n=9). 1981-83 data from Birkhead and NettIeship (1982.1985).
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figure 2.6: Median numbers of minutes ( + interquartile ranges) Common and Thiclc.billed Murre pair members spent together per feeding visit during the chiclc. rearing period in 1997.
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figure 2.7: Median numbers of minutes (+ intcrquanilc ranges) Common Murre pair
members spent together per feeding visit during the chick rearing period. Shetland
Islands data from Monaghan ~t at., 1996.
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CHAPTER)
FOOD RESOURCE USE BY COMMON AND nnCK·Bn..LED MURRES BREEDlNG
AT THE GANNET lSl..J\NDS

3.1 ABSTRACf
I used Monte Carlo randomiznti.on 10 establish whether Common and Thick-billed Murre
chick diet diversity. food niche breadth and diet overlap in two years were greater than
would be expected by chance. Diet diversity and niche bn:adth were uniformly lower than
predicted by the null model. Diet overlap was higher than 75 per cent in both years. but

was higher than pn:dicted by the null model only in one year. when capelin were less
prevalent in the diets. TodetermiDe whether the two murre species' chick food resoun:e use
converged along axes ()(her than did composition, I compared timing of breeding in two

years, and in one year I compared timing of breeding. sizes of fish delivered 10 crncks,
maxirnwn dive depths and diurnal feeding palU:ms of breeding Common and Thick-billed

Murres. In both years. the murres' chick rearing periods overlapped almost exactly. In the
year they were measured. the sizes of the principal item in their chicks' diets did not differ
significantly. During one of two all- day feeding
feeding peaks

W3lChes

in one year, the murres' chiclc.-

were concum:nt. but during the other they were not. In

the year dive depths

of both species were measured. Common and lbiclc.-billed Murres dove to similar
maximum depths. In combination. these resuhs suggest tbar. chick rood resource
partitioning might have been negligible berween Common and Thick.flilled Murres at the

Gannet Islands.
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3.2 INTRODUcnON
Gause's law - or the competitive exclusion principle - states lhal in sympauy.
species thai. are closely related will differentiate ce:ologic:ally (Gause, 1934). A testable
hypxhesis derived from the principle would be: sympatric species that are similar along
one niche dimension will differ along another. effectively diminishing resource use overlap
(niche complementarity hypothesis. Schoener. 1974).
This hypothesis has been supported by many studies. including Cody's (1974)
work. on grassland bird communities, Lack's (1947) studies of Darwin's fInches and by the
results of Schoener's (1968. (970) research on Liz.ards in Jamaica. However. not all
research has championed the niche complementarity hypothesis.

Barrett and Furness'

work on the chick diet of Common and Thick-billed Murres in the Barents Sea offered only
ambivalenl support for the hypothesis (Furness and Barretl, 1985: Barrett and Furness,
1990: Barren el aL, 1997). Barrett el af. (1997) reported high degrees of chick diel overlap,
nearly identical maJtimum dive depths and foraging ranges, as well as similar patterns of
diurnal feeds to chicks of both mWTe species. Although the birds' chick-rearing periods
overlapped to an extent. Common Muncs' median hatch dale was earlier !han 111ic!c-billed
Murres' and during some months. breeding Corrunon Murres dove to shallower maximwn
depths than Tltick·billed Murres.

Uke the Barents Sea colonies, the Gannet islands Ecological Reserve in the
Labrador Sea is one of !he only places in the Atlantic where the congeneric Common and
Thick·billed Murres breed syntopically in high numbers (Nettleship and Evans, 1985). At
the Gannets, Murres could segregate their chicle-provisioning effort in at least. six ways:
I. by breeding at different times

2. by taking different fish species
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3. by taking different sizes or sexes of flSh
4. by foraging from diffc~nt locations on the sea swface

5. by foraging at

ditrc~nt

6. by foraging during

depths

diffe~nt times

of day

[ investigated possibilities I, 2, 3. 5, and to some extent 6 by dctennining the
timing of Common and Thick-bi.Ucd M~ chiclt rcuing periods and by measuring chick

diet diversity. nicl'lc breadth and overlap; the sizes and sexes oflRY delivered 10 chicks; the

max.imwn dive depths of brooding birds; as

wen as by dctennining the diurnal pattct1l of

feeds to chicks during the 1996 and 1997 breeding seasons. [ used Monte Carlo
randomizations to dctennine the significance of observed diversity, niche breadth and
overlap values.

3.3 METHODS

3.1./ Tuningofbruding
To detenninc the timing of Common and Thick-billcd Murres' chick rearing
periods, Mark Hipfncr and I recorded the hatch and fledge dales of chicks on the
productivity plots in 1996 and 1997 (Common 1996 n= 180, 1997 n= 140: Thick-billed
1996 and (997 n=15O). The methods 1 used to establish hatch and fledge dates arc
described

i~

Chapter 2. In calculating median hatch dates (MHDs), I used onJy hatch dates

of which [ was certain to within 24-!Iows.

3.1.2 Nicht! brt!adth, dillt divt!t'siry and. dillt Ow.rlap
To establish the murre: clUck diet composition used to ca1cuhue niche breadth, diet
diversity and diet overlap, [ conducted fceding watches with the help of observers. [n 1996
we conducted eight Common and eight l1tick-billcd M~ four-hour fceding watches. In
1997 we conducted 11 Common and nine Thick-billed Mum four-boor feeding watches.
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Please refer to Chapter 2 for a detailed description of how chick. diet was recorded and
described.
[used Levins' (1968) standardized index to detennine Common and Thick-billed
Murres' niche breadth as it related to chick. diet. Levins' formula calculates niche breadth

~li
.-1

where Pi is the proportion of item i in the chicks' diets. To cllaracterize the diversity of
murre chick. diets, I used the Shannon-Weaver H' . This index describes diversity as:

where Pi is the proponion of item i in the chicks' diets. As reconunended by Wolda
(1981), [ used Hom's (1966) adaptation of Morisita's (1959) index of resource use

overlap to characterize the similarity of Common and Thick-billed Murre chick. diets. This
index caJculates diet similarity as:

Where Xi is the proponion ofX's diet accounted for by item i. The niche breadth and diet
overlap indices are standardized and range from 0 to I, whereas the Shannon-Weaver H' is
not standardized.

The proportions of each item used in the above indices are derived from percentages
by number of the items in the murre chicks' diets. Because each chick meal consisted of a
single fish, and because the sizes of these fish do not vary much, percentage by number
approtirnates percentage by mass (see Chapter two).
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I considered a diet item 10 be the lowest taxon 10 which I could identify a meal from
the blind (fable 3.1). Hence. most items comprised species of rlSh while others comprised
genera or families. Although this taxonomy is rather arbill'aly. il loosely n::Ocets ftshes'

behaviour and arguably converges on murres' discrimination between items. I did not
segregate: species by size or su when creating

wet item categories. nus is because

the

sizes of items did not vary much and for the items (sexed. !here was virtually no variation
in sex.

r

used Monte Carlo randomization to ascertain whether the murres' chick diet

diversities. niche breadths and diet overlap differed significantly from !hose calculated from
randomly generated diets. Randomization minimizes the type n errors that typify
interpretations of observed values of these indices. affording a less capricious assessment
of the significance of patterns of

resotlltt

use.

For each parameter in tltis case. 5000

randomizations wen:: perfonned because with fewer randomizations. the variance around p
values obtained from behavioutal data can be undesirably higb (Adams and Anthony.
1996). For each murre species in each year. I cn::ated 5000 randomly COIlSbUed diets. Each
of these diets consisted of the same: nwnber of feeds observed in !hat year and comp:tSed of
the same diet items I n::c::orrled during feeding watches. For instance. during four-hour

watches in 1997 I observed 404 Common Mum:: chick feeds. each of which consisted of
either capelin. shanny. gadid, sandlance. sculpin or squid. 11len::fore. [generated a group
of 405 feeds 5000 times. each foed consisting of a randomly selected member of the above
listed set of wei items. From the SOOO randomly generated diets for year each. I calcu.lated
5000 diet diversities and niche breadths for each murre species. Then. from the random
disuibutions of each index I calculated the proportion of values that were more extreme
lhan Utose ( observed.

1be set of items used for randomization of Thick·billed Mum:: chick diets was
larger than the set of items they actually delivered to their chicks in each year. This is
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because I assumed that any item fed by one species of murre during either year of the study

and fed by the other during the year in question was available to both during the year in
question. Thus, I included items in the Thick-billed Murres randomized diets if the Thickbilleds had delivered them in another year and if Common Murres delivered them during
the year in question. For example, I included gadids in the set of items included in the
1996 Thick-billed randomized diet, because although

Thick-billed Murres were nOL

observed feeding gadids to their chicks in that year, they were observed delivering gadids
in 1997 and Common Murres were observed delivering gadids in 1996.
From the 5000 randomly generated Common and Thick-billed murre diets for each
year, I calculated 5000 chick diet overlap scores. As for diversity and niche breadth, I
found p values for the observed diet overlaps by calculating the propon.ion of values in the
random distribution that were more extreme than those observed.

3.3.3 Size, sex and reproductive state offish delivered to chicks
At regular intervals during the chick-rearing period in 1996 and 1997, I collected
chick diet samples from Common Murres in. These were collected from parents as they
returned to their sites from the sea. Wielding a dip-net-like fleyge, I caught or startled
Common Murres flying with fish in their bills. This caused the birds to drop their fish,
which I then collected. In 1997, other researchers collected Thick-billed Murres chick diet
samples from ledges on which breeding birds held sites. No diet samples were collected
from birds nesting on or near productivity or feeding watch plots.
Intact fish collected both directly from birds and from ledges were weighed with an
electronic balance to the nearest gram and their length measured to the nearest millimetre.
The fork length of fish with forked tails (such as sandlance and capelin) was taken along
wiLh their total length. I measured 170 Common Murre chick meals in 1996. 124 of these
were daubed shannies and 20 of them were capeJin. In 1997 I measured 124 Common
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Murre chick meals, S9 of which consisted of daubed shannies and 45 consisled of capelin.
In 1997 I measuml 28 Thick--billed Murre chick meals. all of which were daubed

shannies.
In 1997, I examined the reproductive states of rash delivered to roorre chicks. I

delemlined wbelber a fash was gravid by squeezing it near the vent or by making an
incision there. If eggs oozed out of the vent or if eggs were presenl in !he fish's ovaries or
body cavity. I determined it to be gravid. [ sexed. oon gravid capetin by examining their
color, the sizes of their anal fins and the texture of !heir cJor».lateral ridges. Capelin with
prominent anal fins and raised dorso-Iateral ridges I concluded to be male. Those with
pinkish scales and small anal fins I concluded to be female. I established the sex of daubed
shannies based on whether the fish had ovaries or tesles. I examined the reproductive state
of S I daubed shannies fed 10 Corrunon Murre chicks and 24 fed 10 Thick·billed Murre
chicks.

I used two-tailed. unpaired I-tests to compare lhc mean masses and lengths of
daubed shannies delivered to Common Murre chicks with those delivered to Thick-billcd
Mum: chicks. I used ANOVAs to detttmine whether the mean masses and lengths of
daubed shannies delivered to Common Murre chicks varied significantly between years. To
compare lhc ratios of gravid and not gravid daubed sbannies delivered. to Common with
those delivered to Thick-biUed Murre chicks, I used a Chi square

(est

of homogeneity. To

compare the proportions of male to female capelin delivered to Common Mum: chicks. as
weU as !he proponions of gravid to not gravid female capelin. I used Chi square teslS of
independence.

3.3.4 Diumalfeedmg po.nem.r
In addition to four·hour watches, with the help of other researchers I conducted

feeding watches lhat included aU daylighl hours. These lasted 16-17 hours, from

12

approximately 0430b. until 2130b.. Four Common Murre all-day watcb.es were done in
1996 (on August4,9, 16 and 21) and four were done in 1997 (On August 5,9, II and
21). Two 'Thick-billed all--day watches were done in 1997 (these were simultaneous with

the August 5 and II Common Murre a11-day watches). During all.day watches observers'
shifts in the blind never exceeded 4-hours.
To determine whether the frequency of feeds delivered dwing these four periods
varied for or differed between Common and Thick-billed Murre chicks, I perfonned Chisquare analyses.

3.3.5 Maximum dive deprhs
In order to estimate the portion of the water column exploited by breeding mW'I'eS, I
measured the birds' maximum dive depths. I used noose poles to lift birds away from their

sites prior 10 deploying or retrieving a depth gauge. In 1996, 1 deployed 74 capillary-tube
max.imum depth gauges (MDGs); (Burger and Wilson, (988) on brooding and incubating
Thick-billed Murres. In 19971 deployed 19 MOOs on Thick-billed MW'I'eS and 14 MDGs
on Common Murres. The gauges were retrieved within 48 hours in 1996 and within 24
hours in 1997. 1 only gauged birds of whose reproductive status (egg or chick) [ was
certain. No birds were caught on the plots monitored for productivity or chick diet. No
birds were gauged more than once. 1interpreted the depth gauge readings following Burger
and Wilson (1988).

3.4 RESULTS
3.4./ Timing ofbreeding

For the birds of whose batch and fledge dates

r

was certain, the chick rearing

periods of Conunon and Thick·billed Murres were highly synchronous in both 1996 and
1997 (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). In 1996, the Common Mlll'Tt:s' chick.rearing period began on
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July 20 and lasted until September I. The Thick-billeds reared chicks between July 21 and
September 5. The median hatch date (MHD) of chicks reared on the productivity plots was
July 29 • the same for both species. The median hatch dates of lhose birds reared on the
feeding plots differed only slightly between species; Common Murres' MHO was July 30
and Thick-billed Murres' MHO was July 31.

In 1997, The Common Murres' chick-

rearing perioo spanned from July 22 until September 3. The Thick·bilJeds' spanned from
July 22 until August 26. July 31 was the MHO of the Common Murres and July 30 the
MHD of Thick billed Murres reared on the productivity plots. On the feeding plots, the
Common Murres' MHD was July 30, and the Thick-billeds Murres' was July 31.

3.4.2 Niche breadth, diet diversity alld diet overlap
Shannies comprised the bulk of Common and Thick-billed Murre chick diets in
1996 and 1997. In both years, however, Thick·billeds seemed more reliant than Common
Murres on shannies (fable 3.1). In addition to sbannies, capelin accounted for a sizable
proponion of Common Murre chick diets in both years. Other items in the chicks' diets
included sandlance, sculpins. fish doctors. gadids and squid. Please refer to Table 3.1 and
to Chapler two for a detailed description of chick diets.
Both Common and Thick-billed Murres' niche breadths in 1996 (0.079 and 0.009
respectively) were significantly lower than would be predicted were they random (fable
3.1, Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The mean niche breadths calculated from randomly generated
diets fell between 0.97 and 0.99. All of the 5000 randomly generated niche breadths for
each species were higher than the observed values. Thus, the p values for the observed
niche breadths were less than 0.001. This held for the murres' 1997 niche breadths, as
well. Common Murres' 0.221 and Thick-billed Murres' 0.37 were lower than any of those
generated randomly.
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Like their niche breadths, the murres' diet diversilies were significantly lower than
would be expected if the birds fed their chicks random proportions of each item in their
diets (Table 3.1, Figures 3. 5 and 3.6). Conunon Murres' observed chick diet diversity in
1996 was 0.55 and in 1997 it was 0.82. The diversity of Thick-billed MUll'C chick diet in
1996 was 0.13 and in 1997 it was 0.27. The mean diversities of randomly generated chick
diets were all above 2.30. The P values corresponding to each of the observed diversities
were less than 0.001.
In 1996, Common and Thick-billed MUll'C chick diets were virtually idenlical (Table
3.1). The observed overlap in that year was 0.982. The mean of the 5000 overlaps
calculated from randomly generated chick diets was 0.896. The 95% confidence limits
around this mean were light (0.850-0.935), hence the p value corresponding to the
observed overlap was less than 0.001 (Figure 3.7).
The chick diets were less similar in 1997 than they were the previous year. Their
overlap of 0.769 was similar to that which would be expected due to chance alone. The
mean overlap of those calculated from randomly generated chick diets was 0.79 I. The
observed value fell well within the 95% confidence limits of this mean (0.733-0.845); its P
value was 0.788 (Figure 3.7).

3.4.3 Size, sex and reproductive Slate offish delivered to chicks
In 1997, Common and Thick-billed Murres did not partition their resource
exploitation by delivering their chicks differently-sized daubed shannies (Figure 3.8). Both
the masses and the (otallengths of daubed shannies fed (0 Common and Thick-billed chicks
were similar (mass 1=1.002, df=74, p--Q.319; length t=1.214, df=83, p=O.23).
The mean mass of daubed shannies delivered to Common murre chicks in 1996
was 10.2± 1.6 g, and in 1997 it was 10.6+/- 2 g. These means did not differ significantly
(t= -1.14, df= 176, p= 0.16).

Likewise, the interyear difference between mean total
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lengths of the daubed shannies was not: significant (t= 0.186. df=181. p= 0.85). In 1996,
the daubed shannies Common Mums fed their dUcks had a mean length of 152±IOmm

and in 1997 they had a mean length of 15I+1-IImm.
In 1997 [ examined the reproductive state of 51 daubed shannies deliveted to
Common Murre chicks.

or these, 44 were gravid. or the remaining seven. 4

were males

and 3 were of unknown sex but were not gravid. Of of the 24 daubed shannies delivered to

Thick-billcd murre chicles, 17 were gravid. The seven fISh that were not gravid included
one male and six fISh of unknown sex. 'The difference between Conunon and Thick--bWed
Murres' ratios of gravid to not gravid daubed shannies was not significant (Xl::: 2.6, df=2,

p=O.30 ).
Common Mum:s fed their chicks largercapelin in 1996 (17 +1-4 g. 144+/-10 mm)
than in 1997 {(2.9 +/- 3.5 g, 135 +/. lloun) (Figure 3.9), rn 1996 the capelins' mean

mass was 30 per cent higher (t::: 2.5. df=63. p=O.OOOI) and their mean fork length was
six per cent longer (t::: 3.1. df:::60. p=O.OO3).
In 1997 I detemlined the sex of 49 capelin brought to Common Mum: chicks. Of
these, 48 were female and one was male. lbis difference between the frequencies of males

and females was significant (Xl::: 45.1, df:::!, p==.OOOI). I ascertained the reproductive
state of 42 of the female capelin. One was gravid and 41 were no!. lbe difference between

the frequencies of gravid and non-gravid capelin was significant (Xl::: 38. df:::1. p==
0.0001). Of the females lhat were not gravid. seven had a few eggs in their body cavities,
which suggests thai they had already spawned.

3.4.4 Diumalf~edin8 patterns
When analyzed

al:

a one hour scale. Common Murre chicks' feeding rates varied

with time of day for three of four all-day feeding watches in 1996 and three of four feeding
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watches in 1997 (Xl tests of !Iomogeoeity. crilerion of significanc:e = 0.05; Figures 3.10.
3.11. 3.12. 3.13 and 3.14). 1be rates

at

which they were fed daubed shannies varied

significantly with time of day during one all-day feeding watch in 1996 and two in 1997
(Xl tests of homogeneity. criterion of significance

= 0.05). Feeding rates to 11Uck-bilJed

Mune chicles varied significantly with time of day during one of two all-day feeding
walches in 1997 (Xl tests of homogeneity. criterion of signiflcance = 0.05; Figures 3.13
and 3.14). When fish deliveries varied with tim: of day. there were high early mooting
peaks and lower evening peaks in feeding rates to both Common and Thick-billed Mwn:
chicks.
The hourly frequencies of feeds to Tbick-billed Mwn: chicks did not differ

significantly from the frequency of feeds delivered to Common Mum: chicles during one
of two simultaneous all day feeding watches in 1997 (August 5 watch Xl = 8.81. df= 16.
p= 0.9; Augus[ II watch Xl = 26.6. df=16. p=O.05; Figures 3.13 and 3.14). The lack of

significant difference between the murres' feeding patterns hetd when the frequencies of
feeds were compared at one- two - threc:- and four-hour scales. but p values were highest at

the one~ hour scale (Xl August 5 watch. 2 hr scale = 4.77. df=7. p=O.7; 3 he scale Xl =
3.53. df=5 p= 0.6; 4 he scale Xl = 3.5 I. df=3. p:= 0.3). During the other simultaneous all
day feeding watch. Common and 1bick-billed Murres displayed diffemJt feeding patterns
when those patterns were compared. ar. all scales (Xl august 11 watch.2hr scale X Z= 17.5.
df=7. p=O.OI; 3 he scale Xl: 19.3. df=S. p=O.02; 4 hr scale Xl: 12.4. df= 3. p=O.OO6).

3.4.5 Maximum divl! dl!pths

Of the 40 incubating Thick-billed Murrcs outfitted with depth gauges in 1996. 25
were n:captured. Sixteen of them still bore readable gauges at the time of recapture. 32
chick rearing Thick-billed Mucm: were depth gauged in 1996. and 18 were recaptured.

n

Eleven of these still bore ~Ie gauges. The mean maximwn dive depths of incubating
and brooding Thick-billed Murres did DOt differ significantly in 1996 (t=O.907.

df=2S.

p=O.373). In 1997. I recaprured 7 of the nineteen chick rearing Thick·billed Munes lhar.
were deplh gauged. All of their gauges were readable. The mean maximum dive depth of
Thick-billed Murres in 1997 was not significantly different from tlw: in 1996 (t=O.589.
df=32. p=O.560). Of the 14 depth gauges I deployed on Common Murres in 1997. I
reuieved only two. The depd1.s they recorded (85m and 158m) were near the high and low
limilS of me range ofThick·biUed Murre deptlls (4Om.178m) (Figure 3.15).

3.5 DISCUSSION

3.5.1 Niche breadth and diet diversity

1be extremely low niche breadths and did diversities exhibited by bolh murre
species in bolh years of the study result from the birds feeding disproportionate amounlS of
each diet itern tolheirctticks. Yddlc uncertai&ty of the relative availabilities of the munes'
prey compromises the precision of my estimares of niche breadlh. Levins' (1968) index
ascribes the highest niche breadlh values (() dielS comprised of equal proportions of each
item therein. However. true generalist feeders lake diet items in the proportions in which
they encounter lhose items (Smith and Remington. 1996). Thus. a seemingly low Levins'
niche breadth could be anributed to an animal whose real niche breadth was aetuaIly high.
Unfortunately. I do not have the requisite information on prey availability (() the murres to
determine how a diet with the highest possible niche breadth would be composed. Even an
estimate of the relative abundances of all possible chicks did items would be ir.suffident
for this purpose. because the murres' ability to perceive. catch and handle prey probably
varies with prey type. Given that each of the items in the mUrmii' chick diets is probably
not equally available to their parenlS. my cak:ulated niche breadths are probably
underestimates and should be considered minima..
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Allhough one can adhere only tenuously to conclusions about murre chick diet

g!eaned from niche breadth. diversity and overlap iDdices. the use of Monte Carlo
randomization in this study is a step forward in the interpretation of such diet characteristics
for seabirds. As Tokeshi (1986) has pointed out. ", .. it is

DOW

accepted that observed

ecological patterns should be rigorously evalualed against randomized null models before
deriving any inference from them." Despite this "acceptance." researchers rarely test their
diet inde:t scores against null models and

so risk drawing specious conclusions from them.

For example. authors of diet comparison papers often infer resource panitioning and even
interspecifk competition in pan from reported high levels of diet overlap among the
organisms they study. wilhout testing [() insure that those levels are higher than would
occuc randomly (Mucic. 1995: Ebenspe:rger and Botto-Maha..n. 1997: Taber tt al.• 1991)
Although there seems to be no standard definition of high or low diet overlaps. researchers
tend to assume th.al standardized inde:t scores over 0,55 are high. However as Ihe results
of this study evince. given a limited range of diel items, overlap scores much larger than
0.55 would regularly occur randomly,

1.5.2 Chick ditl o\lulap
l found no clear evidence of resource partitioning along any of the dimensions l
measured Nonetheless. I can not conclude with cenainty that the mWTCS occupied identical
chick.-food niches. This is because some of the data l collected. are indicative of. but do not
verify 1()(a1 resource use overlap. For instance. a1lhough chick diet overlap seemed high in

both years. only in 19% was such convergence higher than it would be by chance. Despite
this. I have no reason

[0

believe that the mwres did not partition their chick diets in either

year. This is because in both 1996 and 1997. their observed diet overlap was either weU
wilhin or higher than the 95% confidence limits around the mean overlap from random

diets. Thus. the mums' chick. diet did not overlap less than predicted by the null model.
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As with niche breadlh estimates, conclusions about

~

partitioning drawn

from diet overlap estimates depend on the assumption that each item in the mum:: chicks'
diets was equally available to their parents. If this assumption holds true. then the lack. of
adherence: of an overlap value to the null model would indeed irnplic:ate
partitioning.

~

However. if shared rare iccms (such as gadids) in the chicks' diets were

highly available to the parents. or if shared conunon items (such as shannies) were
relatively unavailable to the parents. then lack of adherence to the null model could occur
even in the absence of partitioning.

J.5.J Chicle rearing ~riod
For 1996. the year in which diet overlap was significant. the only other

~

partitioning possibility r examined was the timing of the chick-rearing period. In this. the
two murre species overlapped entirely. But in 1997. the birds' chick food resource use
appeared to converge along a greater range of parameters. including fish size and
reproductive stale. dive depth and possibly tcrnJXlral foraging patterns.

3.5.4 Siu. sex and reproductive state offish delivered to chicks
The results of Ihe comparison of the sizes and reproductive stales of daubed
shannies delivered to chicks in 1997 are unequivocal. The lengths and masses of lhese fish.
the principal item in both rnurres' chick diets. did not vary significantly between species.

Moreover. both Spec1es relied

~

heavily on gravid than non·gn.vid daubed sbannies.

Because daubed shannies comprised the greatest portion of the chick dieu of both species.
this indicates that Common and lbick·biUed Mum::s did not divide their resource use by
feeding their chicks fish of different sizes or reproductive states.
As at the Gannet IsJands, at Homoy in the Barenu Sea, Common and Th.ick-billed

Mones fed their chicles

rtsh of the

same size (Furness and Barren, 1985; Barrett and
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Furness. 1990; Barrett d al.• 1997}. Yet these similarities an: DOl universal. Also near
Homoy, Erikstad and Vader (1989) found lhat hefon: lhc: onset of egg-laying, Common
and Thick-biUed Murres feeding togelhcr on capelin schools took: different sitts of fish.
Using lhc: lengths of fish in the stomachs of Irilled birds 10 guess lhc:

sex of the fish, they

postulated thai. Thick·bilJed Murres might have taken more males than Common Mum:s
took.
The disproponionate amount of non-gravid females among the capetin that Gannet

Islands Common Murres fed their chicks is curious. Mast of the capelin fed to mum: chicks

in the

B~ts

Sea were gravid (Furness and Bartelt. 1985: Barrett and Furness. 1990:

Barrett et al., 1991). The energy and protein content of gravid females is higher than those
of other capel.ita (Mootevec:ehi and Piatt. 1984). which ceterus paribus implies !hal the
former would be preferred by foraging parents. Lf the mum:s' chick. rearing period was !are
with respecl to capelin spawning. this could explain the preponderance of spent and not·
gravid females among the capelin that chicks ate. There is no longer a capelin fishery on
me soum Labtador COasl. and I have no information on the timing of capelin spawning near
the Gannet Islands.

3.5.5 DiunIlJlfeedmg panem
Schoener (1974) has DOled that moce lhan other organisms, vertebrate predators
tend to parotion resource use by varying their time of activity. Because Common and
Thick-biUed Murres' timing of breeding was nearly identical during this study. if the
murres engaged in temporal resource partitioning, they would have had 10 do so

ar. a

smaller scale. Whether or not they did this is uncertain: the diurnal feeding pattern data are
ambiguous. offering evidence both for and against the hypothesis thai Common and lbick·
billed MUITCS forage for their chicks at different times of day. During one simultaneous allday feeding watch, the birds exhibited similar feeding patterns, but during the other watch.
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they did not. In specuJation. it is less likely that the chick feeding routines of Common and
Thick-billed Mum:s diverged than that they mirroraI each other, because the nwnber of
Thick·biUed Murre sites monitored was relatively low on the day during wlUch their
feeding did not peak significantly and did not foUow the same pattern as the Common
Munes'. And despite its' lack of significant peaks, the Thick-billeds' feeding pattern was
similar to, albeit

TJl(R

subtle than the Common Murres' heterogeneous one.

Generally. early morning and afternoon fceding peaks
patterns of both species.

c~

the feeding

Several consmrinlS could account for this trend in feeding

routines. Among these are the energetic demands of growing chicks and diurnal patterns in
fish activity, either of wlUch could account for early moming and afternoon feeding peaks.
Another possibility was presented by McNamara fU ai. (1994), who showed that because of
trade-offs

be~n

optimizing energy reserves, metabolic rates and responsiveness to

predators. for smal.I birds in winter. early morning and afternoon feeding peaks wouJd be
expc:cted when food availability is IUgh or when feeding is interrupted ar. unpcedictable
intervals. When food availability is low. the models of McNamara et al. predicted thaJ:
feeding should remain constant throughout the day.
My data do not entirely corroborate either the clUck demands thesis or the

optimization model. In 1997, low food availability might explain the Common Murres'
relatively uniform fceding routine of August 21. Feeding rates on lhis day were lower than
during any other aU-day feeding watch. and the proportion of capelin in the clUcks' diets
was link moce than half of what is was during the other watches. In contrast, Common
Murre feeding rates and diet composition in 1996 were similar dwing the all-day feeding
watch without peaks (August 9) and those with peaks. For the Thick-bWed Murres in
1997, feeding rates were IUgher during the watch without peaks (August 4), than during
the one with peaks (August 10), and chick diet composition was vittuaI.ly identical on both
days. These patterns suggest that food availability does not solely, or predictably,
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determine the: chick feeding routine of Commoa and Thick.-billed MwttS. My data ~

insufficient to address McNamara er aL's relaled claim. lha! fccding routines reflec.t !he
degree of stochasticity in fonging inte:mrptions.

If changes in chick energy requirements cause changes in daily feeding routines,

these changes would oa:ur at the: same time relative to the median hatch date each season.

This was not the case with Common Murres. In 1996, the day without feeding peaks
occ:um:d one week after median hatch date, while in 1997 it occurred over three weeks after
median hatch. An understanding of the: predictability (to mwres) of foraging success as
well knowledge of the: adults' self-feeding routines would be necessary to better explain the

observed trends in the chick.-feeding patterns ofCoaunon and Thick-billed Murres.

3.5.6 Dive depths
1be dive depth data I collected were equivocal. 1bey did indicate that Common and
'Thick-billed Mum:s exploited

me same portion of the water column

(diving to maximum

depths between approximately 80 and 180 meters). And they did mesh with those reported
for Thick-billed Munes at CoalS Island (Croll et al., 1992) and for Conunon Murres in
WiUess Bay (Pian and Nettlesh.ip, 1985). Nevertheless, the Common Mum: sample size:
(0=2) was too small from which to make reliable comparisons. Even if both species dove

to !he same mean maximum depths, as these data imply, they might have fed ar differmt
depths. Although the mean maximum dive depth of lltic:k-billed. Murrcs bceeding ar Coats

Island was 107m, the birds spent most of their dive time at 21-40 metres (Croll

~l

ai.,

1992). This indicates that murttS' maximum depth is not necessarily a good proxy for time
spent at depth. Similar foraging depth does not follow from similar diet composition; the
daubed shannies that predominated murre chicks' diets occur at a wide range of depths
(Coad

~t

ai., 1995; Makusbok, 1986; Scott and Scott, 1988). Thus, despilC their chick. diet
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and maximum dive depth overlap, Commoo and Thick--billcd Mums might

flO(

bave

foraged at the same depths.

If the Gannel Islands murres did not partition their chick diet resources, then their
case would conuadict Gause's Law. lltis law, which is predicated on the competition tlw
Darwin (1859) envisaged. assumes that a single pool of resources is insufficienl to support
two species. The resource partitioning thai Gause's Law pn:dic:ts is often used to infer
competition. lronically, evideoce of high levels of resource use overlap has also been ca1led

upon to verify the existence of interspecies competition. However, inferring competition
from either high or low levels of resource

use overlap is spurious (Sch.oener, 1974;

Colwell and FUIUyma, 1971; Pianka, 1981).
A more rigorous way (0 infer competition is by measuriog the effects of one

species on the population size or productivity of another (Pianka. 1981; Schoener, 1983).

I do not have estimates of Ulese paramelers for either murre species breeding in the absence
of the other at the Gannet Islands. But I do have estimates of Ulese parameters for each
species both before their chicks' diets exhibited high degrees of overlap and in 1996 and
1997. when they overlapped considerably. The chick diet overlap scores in 1982 and 1983
were 0.62 and 0.41 (caJculated form data in Birkhead and Nettleship. 1987c) as compared
100.98 andO.TI in 1996 and 1997. Neither the breeding success of Common Murres nor

thal of Thick-bil1eds was lower in 1996 or 1997 than in 1981 (a year for which diet
composition data are unavailable), 1982 or 1983 (Chapter 2: Birkhead and Nettleship,
1987b). Likewise. in 1996 and 1997, the colony anendanc:e of both murres was the same
as or higher than that recorded in 1981, 1982 and 1983 (Chapler 2). Hence. I detected no
evidence of increased interspecific competition between the 1980s and 19905.

I did not examine in depth the murres' ''zones of foraging at sea.," and so can not
address Cody's (1973) proclamation thaJ:.sympatric rods segregate their resource use by
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foraging af difference distances from their colony. Yel: Bedant (1976) disproved Cody's
suggestion when he used Cody's own data to show that members of both Atlantic and
Pacific auk communities lend to forage at the

same distances from their colonies. Btdard's

counterargument has since been foniflCd by empirical studies. For example. based on crude
estimates of foraging trip distance. Common and lbick--billed Murres' foraging ranges at
Homoy wen: found to be the

same: (Furness and Barrett, 1985).

Even if birds forage at the same distance from the colony. they can minimize their
resource use overlap by foraging from diffen:nt locations at lhe sea surface. at different
depths. or on prey clumps of different densities. In Witless Bay. Newfoundland, At1antic
Puffins and Common Mwres hoth fed their chicks capclin. but preyed upon aggregations
of different densities and at different depths (Pialt. 1987; 1990). Because the birds'
diffen:nces in foraging preferences increased with increasing prey availability, such
differences were probably a pro:timale function of their different energy requirements
(Piatt, 1990). It is possible that Gannet Islands murres segregated their foraging effort by
exploiting different densities of fish. but this is unlikely. Although the behaviour of their
principal chick food item is not weU docwncnted, given what is known about
phyolgeoetically and ecologically similar benthic fish, the daubed shanny probably does not
aggregate.

Most of the studies thai: have kilt credence to the competitive exclusion principle
have been conducted in the tropics or in temperate regions. Of the 1SO field studies
demonstrating inte:rspc:c:ific competition for

resources

reviewed by Schoeoer (1983), only

three occurred in the Arctic, and none examined marine arctic systems. This could reflect a

relative dearth of arctic marine ecological sn1dies. or it could indicate: an imponant
difference between these and tropical 01"

tempenue systems. When they failed to detect

strong evidence of competition between aIcids breeding on Homey. in Nonb Norway,
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Fwness and Barrett (1985) swmised lha1 in the summer. high-latitude marine ecosystems
might foster interspecics ecological similarity.

During the summer. Att:tic marine productivity is higber than anywhere else on
earth (OCean Color from Space; Polar Productivity. 1998). The brevity of the season might
make it difficult for sympalric species to stagger their breeding seasons. And the Arctic
summer's explosive productivity might temper potential interspecies competition. Although

the high productivity in high.latitude waters during the summer might lead 10 an abundance
of n::sources. it does oat ~ipiwe a great diversity of those resources.

Thus. while a

tropical forest bird community and an Arctic seabird community might have the same

amount of eocrgy available to them, that energy might come in the fonn of 20 food types in
the boptcs. but only five in the Arctic.. The An:tic's high summertime marine biomass and
Lack of diversity might facilitate high resourt:e use overlap between ecologically similar
species.

3.5.7 Conclusions
These data suongly suggest. but are inadequate to conftrm that chick diet n::source
panitioning might have been negligible between Common and Thick-billed Murres at the

Gannet lstands. Further investigations into time spent at depth and patterns of food delivery
to chicks.. as well as information about the locations from which the birds forage are needed
to investigate this contention.
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Table 3.1: Common and Thick-billed Murre chick. diets, diet diversity,
food-niche breadths and diet overlaps in 1996 and 1997.
prey item

oapeliri
(Ma/lorus

percentage by number
of chicks' diet
1996
COmmon lbick-btlled
Murre
M"""

percentage by number
of chicks' diet
1991
Common thick-billed
Murre
M"""

(L8

1.8

44.1

6.3

84.0

97.2

52.9

93.7

1.4

0.9

0.1

villosus)

b1enmes
(family
stricheaidae)
fish doctor
(Gymnelis
viridis)

gadidS (fanuiy
gadidae)

0.6

0.8

sandlance
(Ammodytes
hexapterus)

1.6

1.0

0.6

0.3

sculpin
(Myxocephalus
sp.)

squid (Ulex
0.3

sp.)

diversity (H')

0.550

0.135

0.816

0.269

ruche breadtll

0.065

0.181

0.024

0.006

niche overlap

0.982

0.769
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fig. 3.1: Numbers of Thick-billed and Common Murre chicks present on productivtiy plots during the chick rearing period in 1996
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fig 3.5: Freqeuncy distributions of 1996 and 1997 Common Murre chick
diet diversities derived from 5000 randomized diet compositions.
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The two lines of harmony investigated in Ibis mesis are probably variations on the
same theme. In other words. both the Gannet Island murres' apparent lade of negative
response to capeLin scarcity. as weU as their apparent lack of chick diet resou.rce partitioning
might be related responses to a single condition. An abundance of suitable fish Olber than

capelin for the subsistence of their chicks could explain both the murres' resource we
overlap and their robustness to changes in capelin abundance. A better understanding of
the daubed shanny's behaviour and ecology could strengthen the conceptual link between

the murrc:s' resource use and putative lack of resource partitioning. This is largdy because
patterns of resource use and of resource partitioning both seem to respond to resource

availability.
The ecological 1iten1lUre. including that pertaining to seabirds as bioindicators.

swells with examples of how resource use fluctuates with resoun::c availability (Hunt ~t al.•
1996; Momevecchi eta/., 1988; Montevecchi and Myers. 1995; Crawford and Dyer. 1995.
Cullen etal.. 1992: Hobday, 1992). And despite the popular assumption among nineteenth

and twentieth century biologists thaJ:

~

are necessarily limiting and universally

partitioned between species. it seems as though the extent of inlerSpecies partitioning varies
with resoun:e abundance. For instance. in the Potholes region in north western U.S.A ..

syntopic Red-Winged. YeUow-beaded and Brewer's Blackbirds foraged together on the
same aquatic insects during the middle of the day· when the bugs were abundant· and
segregated their foraging effort when they were scarce (Orians. 1972).
Orius' blackbird study does not provide the only precedent for resource-sharing
among birds when resources lm plentifuL Cody (1974) wrote: '1bere are instaDOCS in bird
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communities where resoun::es are apparently nonlimiting and are used by many species in
similar ways." These include the incidence of cooper.uive feeding among alcids and larids.
On the weSI coasI of North

America.

Rhinoceros Auklets (uror#rinca

moMCl!'rota)

and

Marbled Mum:lets (Brachyrampluu mannoraru.r) IDgether dive so as to coalesce sandlance
shoals and herd them towards the surface. Then !hey plunge below !he dense aggregation
offish 10 feed on il (Grover and DUa, 1983: Hoffman l!'l al.• 1981). Along with gulls and
lerns, Common Murres, Tufted and Homed Puffins Iakc advantage of these forced
congregations of fish. Penguins, 100, often feed in mixed-species groups (Wilson. 1995).
Perhaps within these feeding fn:nzies birds of different species take diffemll sizes or sexes
of fLSh. as has been shown for Corrunon and Thick.-biUed Mum:s feeding together on
capelin in the Barents Sea (E.rikslad eta!, 1989).
The above examples illustrate that although many ecological situations seem to

follow Gause's law, adherence

10

the law should

no! be

considered inevitable. We might

not fmd evidence of resource partitioning because we aren't looking hard enough, or at the
right times in the right places. Or we might not find it simply because il does nOI happen:
Gause's Law might not be universally applicable. Both logical and empirical arguments
suppon Ibis.
Gause's Law follows from Darwin's principle of natural selection. and Darwin's
principle rests on Malthus· assertion, which is flawed.

Darwin's (I859) position that

..there must in l!'wry casl!' be a struggle for existence" (italics mine) was kant credence by

the popularity of Malthw' (1803) untested claim that a di.screpancy between the geometric

rate of increase of user

populations and the arithmetic rate of increase of resource

populations is inevitable. 1be fact that resources themselves are often user populations, and
thus according to Malthus should at once increase geometrically and arithmetically weakens

his doctrine (Fisber. 1988).
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[f the

claim that populations necessarily inctease at a gxeater rate lhan their

subsislence is unfounded, then the concomitant ideas of "ex.istence as an incessant
struggle" and of the ubiquity of competition for resources are deflated. This is not 10 say
lhat resources are never scarce, or that competition is not an imponant natural selective
force. Rather. il is simply to say that in some cases the competitive exclusion principle
might fail to explain ecological relationships between sympattic congeners. These cases
would include situations in which resources are sufficiently abundant 10 support more !han
one population. Cody (1974) rN:ognized the impossibility of competition for abundant
resources when he wrote: "no displacement patterns can evolve on superabundanl
resources. which can be simultaneously and similarly used by several species."
These objections are not fatal 10 the competitive exclusion principle. but they do
warranl some caveats. The principle can be amended to

Slate

that when resources are

scarce, sympatric species will not share them. This increases the law's explanatory power.
rendering il consistent with the empirical evidence that once balked it. The superabundance
of resources that facilitated the resource sharing suggested by Cody (1974) and docwnented
by Orians (1972) for blackbirds and by other researchers for seabirds were ephemeral; the
bird predators sounded the same ecological melody for only one measure at a time. Yet
extreme transience does not necessarily characterize abundance. so different predator
populations could play in tandem for entire movements of an ecological score. Such meso-tenn resource abundance might be more likely to occur in oceanographically arctic
ecosystems !han in other ecosystems because of the seasonally high abundance and low
diversity that characterize the former. Thus. consistently high abundances of fish near the
Gannet Islands in the sununer could explain the possibility lhat throughout their chickrearing periods. Common and Thick-billed Murres did not partition their chick diet
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This hYPOlhesis would make sense if daubed shannies were both highly available 10
and sufficiently energetically rich f()[" the

m~.

Not much independent evidence exists to

suppon or reject the fonner possibility, but the resuJts of proximate analysis suggest that
at the Gannet Islands. the energy density and fat content of daubed shannies are equally
as high those capelin (Lawson et oJ. 1998; Magalhaes. 1998, and see Chapter 2).
TIle scant data on the daubed shanny's distribution begin to demarcate the fISh's

geographic range (Scripps Institute of Oceanography Oceanographic Collections 1997;
NMNH Fish Collection. 1998; UWFC Search Interface. 1998. and see Chapler 2), but its
abundance within this range is poorly understood (East Coast of Nonh America Strategic
Assessment Project, 1998, and see Chapter 2).

Information on the daubed shanny's

behaviour is even more scant than data on its abundance and distribution.
spurious. contradicting the information that can be garnered from birds.

It is also

For instance,

most sources repon that daubed shannies spawn in the winter (Makushok., 1986; Scott and
Scott. 1988; Coad et al... 1995) but the majority of the fish that murres delivered to their
chicks in the summer were graVid.
The paucity of basic life history and distribution data for the daubed shanny is

unfortunate, given that the fish figures prominently in the marine ecology of the Labrador
coast (JWEL. 1997). This information gap might result from an understandably strong bias
toward studying economically interesting species at the expense of non commercial, but
ecologically interesting ones.

1be narrow research focus on commercially imponant

species has impoverished our understanding of north west Atlantic marine ecology.

Are the ecological melodies of capelin and Common or Thick.-billed Murres tightly

enough entwined that by learning one we can divine the other? Breeding parameters l'h.ickbilled Murres at the Gannet Islands seem sufficiently independent of capelin abundance
that the former probably do not make good indicators the latter. Capelin do not appear to
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be the Thick-billeds' preferred chick diet fISh. They drop out oftbe chicks' diets when their

abundance seems low, but not neg1jgible. Likewise, one could expect a threshold of
capelin in Thick -billed Murres' chick diets to be reached at only moderate levels of capelin
abundance.
The results of this study indicate that the proportion of capelin in Conunon Mum:

chick diet might reflect the abundance of capelin in the southern Labrador Sea.

It is not

clear at which spatial or temporal scales this relationship holds. It is also not clear whether
the percentage of Common Murre chicks' diets accounted for by capelin is linearly

correlated to capelin abundance. and if it is.

whether it affords predictions of capelin

abundance on a nominal. ordinal or interval scale. Simple relationships between their
chicks' diet.. and fish availability might be confounded by Common Murres' apparently
high degree of flexibility in fishing behaviour. More than two years of diet and acoustic
data are necessary to detennine the precision with which Common Murre chick diet might
indicate capelin abundance.
Looking to murre chick diet as a harbinger of capelin abundance should be done not
without hope. but with caution and conservatism. In most cases in which seabird
parameters have been shown to correlate with measures of prey abundance, they do so only
for limited ranges of those abundances. At the scale of shoals of fish, for instance, there
seem to be density thresholds below and above which auks are not sensitive to changes
(Piatt. 1987, 1990: Hunt et af., 1992). And at the scale of fish populations, Cairns (1992)
hypothesized that the relationship between seabird parameters and prey abundance are
sigmoidal, such that at very low and very high levels of the laner, the fonner do not
change. Along these lines, Pal Mooaghan (1996) has written: "II must be borne in mind
that seabirds can only indicate variations in prey abundance at the lower end of the
specttum: above a certain threshold density, changes in prey abundance will not be
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reflected in the behaviour of the birds since factors olber than food supply will set the
ceiling on their reproductive and foraging performance."

Undres d al.. (1988) warned against using any vertebrate population as an

oc:ological indicator of another. 'They argued thai: popuJations that share habitats do nOl
noc:c:ssariIy respond similarly to changes in habitat struerute or quality, and therefore,
trends of one species in a guild might not reflect those of another in sympatry. The: position
that one guild member does not a priori make a good indicator of another is valid. but does
not

necessarily apply to predator-prey relationships, which are more direct and causaJ than

those between guild members. Still, the cautions of Landres
fWO

~t

aL against assuming that

populations will respond similarly to environmc:ntal change, and against using one

population IS the only indicator of another are iDvaluabk: 10 a program thai: attempts to use
seabirds as indicators of tile abundance of their prey.
Whether and to what extent

~

chick diet reflects fish abundance hinges on d1e

foraging strategy of adu.lt murres. The degree 10 which the birds behave selectively when
catching fish in part detennines which species (or group of species) their chicks' dielS
might indicate, and at which levels of abundance: or availability. For instance, if murres arc:
complete dietary generalists, they will taIce fish in the euet proportions in which they
encounter !hem. and chide. diet will then represent the

~Iativc:

abundances of fish within

the birds' foraging range. given their percepcuaI abilities. However, it is

murres spend

~

more likely that

time fontging at some depths !han at olbers. that they are better at

catching some kinds of fish than others, and that they "prefer" to feed their chicks fISh of a
particular size and nutritional value. Underslanding the birds' perceptual and locomotor
abilities, as well as their effective prey choice criteria. is required to understand the degree
[0

which their chick diets will fluctuate with prey abundance.
An understanding of the resource: use patterns of breeding murres mighl also reveal

the sets of conditions under which Common and lbick-billed Murres partition or share

lOS

resources.

However preliminary, the results of this study

intimate that

conditions

probably do exist under which resource partitioning is negligible. Despite the trend toward
describing ecological

differences. funher inquires into ecological overlap would be

meaningful:

"Because of the well-establisbed tradition of seeking differences
among species, £he literature is skewed toward documentations of
patterns of ecological separation. Similarities. which are often more
impressive, are frequently ignored or are considered bothersome
details that obscure the features of critical interest. Our main concern
in studying local assemblages should be with how the species use
resources. and in this COnlext similarity may be just as interesting as
difference."
• Wiens. 1989

Equally meaningful would be a description of the environmental conditions that
support ecological overlap. A superabundance of daubed shannies in the vicinity of the
Gannet Islands could account for the possibly high degree of chick diet resource use
overlap between Common and Thick-billed Murres, as well as aceOUnl for d1eir
reproductive imperviousness to a decline in capelin abundance. It seems as though in the
symphony of the Labrador Sea. the imPJrtarlCe of the daubed shanny is reaching a
crescendo. In order to understand the ecology of Common and Thick-billed Murres and

their responses to fluctuations in the abundance of their prey. it is imperative that we learn
more about this enigmatic fish.
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